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She was thrust into the position with a shorter than usual 
preparatory period as president-elect, however she rose to the task 
admirably. She has led from the front and tackled the necessary 
tasks with aplomb. She has also chaired meetings expertly, 
allowing constructive debate but keeping the participants on 
track.

I certainly have big boots to fill but know that I can call on Charlotte 
for guidance should it be required.

2019 was certainly an exciting and successful year for SAVA 
and its affiliate companies. With Mr Gert Steyn as our extremely 
competent MD, SAVA has developed into an even more 
professional and effective organisation. The hard work of several 
SAVA Board members and our expert legal team led to a positive 
judgement in the Constitutional Court case pertaining to the 
inclusion of veterinarians in the dispensing and compounding 
regulations of the Medicines Act. 

We were also gratified to fairly promptly receive an award of a 
substantial proportion of our legal costs back from Parliament 
and the NCOP. Subsequent to this, SAVA has drawn up a document 
to advise the Minister of Agriculture on why it is necessary that 
veterinarians have the right to dispense. This should prepare the 
Ministry to defend our profession should there be another future 
challenge from the Dept of Health. 

In light of the events that transpired recently, the SAVA Board 
of Directors has resolved to create a legal fund to assist the 
Association should we encounter unforeseen legal expenses again 
in the future. SAVA has also retained the services of veterinarian 
and lawyer Dr Trudie Prinsloo van den Heever so that we may 
benefit from in-house legal advice.

The SAVA subsidiary companies have also been doing well with 
SAVA-CVC going from strength to strength with Ms Claudia Cloete 
as manager. The clinics are performing an excellent service to 
the community and Claudia and Gert have devised innovative 
funding models to improve SAVA-CVC`s cash flow.

SAVETCON has also staged a remarkable recovery with Ms Corné 
Engelbrecht at the helm. Corné and her team have recently 
organised several successful conferences. We have received very 
positive feedback regarding SAVETCON`s professional conference 
organisation with particular emphasis on our flagship event, the 
SAVA Biennial Congress that was held at Emperor`s Palace in July. 
Well done to Corné and her team and all the best for the many 
conferences lined up this year.

SAVA and the SAVF have also recently liaised to rejuvenate our 
research fund-raising mechanisms.

An exciting new combined initiative is the SAVA and SAVC 
mentorship programme. Thank you to those SAVA members and 
other colleagues who have volunteered their services for this 
important project. The mentors received their training in October 
and have been allocated their CCS Vet mentees for this year. 

The mentors, mentees and supervising State Vets all have their 
lines of communication available and we wish them well for 
2020. Our plan is that with the success of this pilot project, we 
will receive increased funding from HWSETA, and can expand the 
mentorship programme to cover the final few years of the BVSc 
degree and the first few years of veterinary practice after the 
CCS year is completed. Well done to SAVA project coordinator 
Annalie McCallum and our MD Gert Steyn for driving this project 
so effectively.

In addition to these aforementioned projects and initiatives, 
some of my priorities during my tenure as SAVA president are to 
continue strengthening the bonds between SAVA and the SAVC, 
The Faculty, the BVF and the State Vets. Dr Charlotte Nkuna and 
I are firm believers there is strength in unity and are passionate 
about unifying the profession. We have already had fruitful 
discussions and interactions with BVF and DALRRD leadership 
and aim to continue these engagements to work closer together 
in the future.   We will also continue our regular SAVA-SAVC Exec 
meetings as well as meetings with the dean of the Faculty. We 
must also continue to liaise with the DEA to ensure the tabling of 

From the President

Dear Colleagues

Leon de Bruyn

It gives me great pleasure to wish you a happy New Year and all the 

best for 2020 to you and your loved ones. I hope you had a blessed 

Christmas. Hopefully those who had a holiday are refreshed and 

those who had to work had a prosperous December.

As incoming SAVA president, I would firstly like to offer outgoing 

SAVA president Dr Charlotte Nkuna a tremendous vote of thanks 

for her inspiring leadership and service during her term of office.  
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the amended NEMBA act to exempt veterinarians from the TOPS permit legislation. Another important development is SAVA’s position 
on the National Animal Health Forum. We have been able to provide constructive input on the FMD outbreaks in Limpopo and are 
aiming with our partners in the NAHF to assist the DALRRD with animal disease control and the legislation associated therewith

We have a very enthusiastic and diligent Board of Directors whom I look forward to continuing to work alongside for the next 2 years. 
I must especially applaud and thank Dr Joseph van Heerden who has recently had to resign from the Board owing to ill health. Joseph 
has dedicated decades of service to SAVA and its Wildlife Group, the Journal of SAVA, SAVC and the profession as a whole. He will be 
sorely missed. 

Congratulations to Dr Paul van der Merwe on his election as President-Elect, effective from 1 January 2020. I must also thank MD Gert 
Steyn, admin secretary Elize Nicholas and the rest of the VetHouse team for their tireless efforts to serve SAVA and the profession. I am 
privileged to work with this calibre of people who are so dedicated. 

Last but certainly not least I would like to thank my lovely wife Annamie for her continued love and support and our Lord God for his 
grace, blessings and love.   v

Kind regards,
Leon de Bruyn 

Van die President

Beste Kollegas
Dis vir my ‘n voorreg om almal ‘n voorspoedige Nuwejaar toe te wens, 
en alles van die beste vir 2020 vir julle en jul geliefdes. Ek hoop dat jul 
‘n geseënde Kersfees gehad het. Hopelik is die wat met vakansie was 
nou uitgerus en het die wat moes werk ‘n voorspoedige Desember 
beleef.

As inkomende SAVV president wil ek graag heel eerste ‘n hartlike 
woord van dank rig aan die uitgaande SAVV president, Dr Charlotte 
Nkuna, vir haar inspirerende leierskap en diens tydens haar 
termyn. Sy was aan die diep kant ingegooi met ‘n korter as die 
gewone voorbereidende periode as vise-president, maar het die 
taak aangegryp, die voortou geneem en al die take selfversekerd 
aangepak. Sy het vergaderings uitstekend gelei en opbouende debat 
toegelaat, maar terselfdertyd niemand van die onderwerp laat 
afdwaal nie. 

Ek weet ek het groot skoene om vol te staan, maar weet ook dat ek op 
Charlotte kan staatmaak vir leiding sou dit nodig wees.

2019 was beslis ‘n opwindende en suksesvolle jaar vir die SAVV en 
sy filiaalmaatskappye. Met mnr Gert Steyn as ons uiters bekwame 
BD ontwikkel die SAVV deurlopend in ‘n meer professionele en 
doeltreffende organisasie. Die harde werk van verskeie SAVV 
direkteure en ons bekwame regsspan het gelei tot ‘n positiewe 
beslissing in die Grondwetlike Hof rakende die insluiting van veeartse 
in die regulasies rakende reseptering en samestelling van medisyne. 

Ons is ook dankbaar dat ons ‘n groot gedeelte van ons regskostes 
teruggekry het van die Parlement en Nasionale Raad van Provinsies. 
Daaropvolgend het die SAVV ‘n dokument saamgestel om die 

Minister van Landbou te adviseer oor hoe belangrik dit is dat 
veeartse moet kan resepteer. Dit behoort die Ministerie voor te berei 
om ons professie te verdedig sou daar ‘n toekomstige aanslag van die  
Departement van Gesondheid kom. 

In die lig van hierdie gebeure het die SAVV Direksie besluit om 
‘n regsfonds te stig waaruit regskostes betaal kan word sou die 
Vereniging in die toekoms weer onvoorsiene regskostes moes 
aangaan. Ons het ook ‘n ooreenkoms met veearts en prokureur 
Dr Trudie Prinsloo van der Heever aangegaan om ons van in-huis 
regsadvies te bedien.

Die SAVV filiaalmaatskappye het ook goed presteer en die SAVA-CVC 
gaan van krag tot krag met Me Claudia Cloete as bestuurder. Die 
klinieke lewer uitstaande diens aan die gemeenskap en Claudia en 
Gert het immoverende maniere gevind om fondse in te samel om die 
SAVA-CVC se kontantvloei te verbeter.

SAVETCON het wonderbaarlik herstel met Me Corné Engelbrecht 
aan die stuur. Corné met haar span het onlangs verskeie suksesvolle 
kongresse gereël. Ons het positiewe terugvoer ontvang oor 
SAVETCON se professionele benadering, veral rakende ons eie 
vlagskip geleentheid, die SAVV Tweejaarlikse Kongres wat in Julie by 
Emperor’s Palace gehou is. 

Welgedaan, Corné en span, en alles van die beste vir die baie 
kongresse wat gedurende hierdie jaar voorlê. 

Die SAVV en die SAVF het ook onlangs samesprekinge gevoer oor die 
vernuwing van ons navorsings-fondswerwing.

From the President

 >>> 4
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CREDO

We, the members of the Association, resolve at all times:
• To honour our profession and its Code of Ethics
• To maintain and uphold high professional and scientific standards
• To use our professional knowledge, skills and resources to protect and promote the health and 

welfare of animals and humans
• To further the status and image of the veterinarian and to foster and enrich veterinary science
• To promote the interests of our Association and fellowship amongst its members.

Ons, die lede van die Vereniging, onderneem om te alle tye:
• Ons professie in ere te hou en sy Etiese Gedragskode na te kom
• ‘n Hoë professionele en wetenskaplike peil te handhaaf en te onderhou
• Ons professionele kennis, vaardigheid en hulpbronne aan te wend ter beskerming en bevordering van die gesondheid en welsyn van dier en mens
• Die status en beeld van die veearts te bevorder en die veeartsenykunde te verryk
• Die belange van ons Vereniging en die genootskap tussen sy lede te bevorder.

Nog ‘n opwindende nuwe gesamentlike inisiatief is die SAVV en SAVR se mentor-program. Dankie aan die SAVV-lede en ander kollegas wat 
ingewillig het om deel te vorm van hierdie belangrike projek. Die mentors is gedurende Oktober opgelei en VGD (CCS) veearste is aan elke 
mentor toegwys vir 2020. 

Die mentors, jong kollegas en toesighoudende staatsveeartse het almal duidelike kommunikasielyne en ons wens hul sukses toe vir 2020. Ons 
plan is om voort te bou op die sukses van die loodsprojek en meer fondse vanaf die HWSETA te bekom, om so die program uit te brei om die 
laaste paar jaar van die graadkursus en die eerste paar jaar van praktyk na voltooiing van die VGD jaar ook in te sluit. Welgedaan, Annalie 
McCallum, die SAVV se projekkoördineerder en die BD, Gert Steyn, vir die doeltreffende bestuur van die projek.

Aanvullend tot hierdie projekte en inisiatiewe sal sommige van my prioriteite tydens my termyn as SAVV president wees om die bande tussen 
die SAVV en die SAVR, die Fakulteit, die BVF en  staatsveeartse verder te versterk.  Dr Charlotte Nkuna en ek glo beide daaraan dat ons krag 
in samehorigheid lê en is passievol verbonde tot die vereniging van die professie. Ons het reeds goeie gesprekke en interaksie met die BVF 
en DALRR- leiers gehad en beoog om in die toekoms hierop voort te bou. Ons sal ook voortgaan met die gereelde SAVV-SAVR uitvoerende 
vergaderings en gesprekke met die dekaan van die Fakulteit. 

Ons sal ook verder skakel met die Departement Omgewingsake om te verseker dat die gewysigde Nasionale Omgewingsbestuur: Wet op 
Biodiversiteit (NEMBA act) ter tafel geneem sal word om veeartse vry te stel van die wetgewing rakende TOPS permitte. Nog ‘n belangrike 
verwikkeling is die SAVV se insluiting by die Nasionale DIeregesondheidsforum (NAHF). Ons het reeds opbouende insette ten opsigte van die 
bek-en-klouseeruitbreke in die Limpopoprovinsie gelewer en beplan om, saam met ons vennote op die forum, die DALRRD by te staan met 
dieresiektebeheer en gepaardgaande wetgewing.

Ons het ‘n baie ensoesiastiese en toegewyde direksie en ek sien uit daarna om vir die volgende twee jaar verder met hul saam te werk. ‘n 
Spesiale woord van dank aan Dr Joseph van Heerden wat moes bedank van die direksie as gevolg van gesondheidsprobleme. Joseph het 
dekades lank toegewyde diens aan die SAVV, die Wildsgroep, die Joernaal van die SAVV, die SAVR en die professie as geheel gelewer. Ons sal 
hom besis mis! 

Geluk aan Dr Paul van der Merwe met sy verkiesing as vise-president vanaf 1 Januarie 2020. Dankie ook aan die BD, Gert Steyn, ons sekretaresse, 
Elize Nicholas en die ander lede van die VetHuis-span vir hul onophoudelike goeie diens aan die SAVV en die professie. Ek is bevoorreg om met 
so ‘n goeie en toegewyde span te kan saamwerk.

Laaste, maar nie minste nie, wil ek ook my lieflike vrou Annamie bedank vir haar deurlopende liefde en ondersteuning, en God die Here vir sy 
genade, seeninge en liefde.   v

Groete,

Leon de Bruyn

Van die President
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This is the first issue of VetNews for 2020, 
the year during which we will be celebrating 
the centenaries of both the SAVA and of 
veterinary education in South Africa. Much 
has already been said about it, and more will 
be said over the course of the next 12 months. 
The Veterinary History Association (which 
grew from the SAVA Veterinary History 
Committee) is working hard towards 
writing up our history, as much still is only 
available in the minds of the people who were 
intimately involved in making it happen. 
And it is important to write it all up, to make 
sure that future generations will know how 
and where it all started; as Otto Frank said: 
“to build up a future, you have to know the 
past”.

Personally, I like history. Old equipment fascinates me, and I often 
stand in wonder at the practical devices our forebears managed 
to build. Others like vintage cars and spend many hours restoring 
them. Nothing wrong with admiring these feats of engineering, 
or to stand in awe when you read about the discoveries made by 
those who walked before us, with almost no equipment available 
to them. But we should not dwell in the past, nor should we desire 
to go back, or start many of our sentences with “we used to…” 

The past will never return – as well-known Afrikaans author                          
CJ Langenhoven said (freely translated): “with water that has passed, 
your mill will never grind again”. If we do not like the present as we 
experience it to be worse than the past, the only way out is to work 
towards improving the future.

So, why do we look at the past at all? Domenico Cieri Estrada, 
Mexican writer, once said “bring the past only if you're going to build 
from it.” To me, this is what the past is all about. Look at what was 
achieved and work on ways to improve on it. Look at the work done 
by our predecessors with pride and continue their ground-breaking 
work. 

Continue teaching new generations of veterinarians, desperately 
needed by our country to continue the work. Always look for new 
and innovative ways to teach, to perform procedures, to diagnose, 
to treat. Take hands with all your colleagues, as we do need every 
single one of them to continue the work.

Be proud of what was done and achieved during the past 100 years, 
but do not dwell on it too long – use the time available to build on 
the foundation that was so securely laid.   v

Regards,

From the Editor

Reflections from 
a Dam Wall

Paul van Dam
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The following SAVA members are available on the 
SAVA stress management hotline. If required, they will 

refer you to professionals.

The SAVA Stress Management Hotline is there to assist members                       
who are experiencing personal problems by offering access to                          

professional counselling/advice. 

The hotline can assist with referrals or simply offer much needed
emotional support when anxiety, depression, anger, grief, loneliness

and fear are at their highest. 

Ken Pettey 082 882 7356 ken.pettey@up.ac.za
Tod Collins 083 350 1662 collins@nudvet.co.za
Aileen Pypers 072 599 8737 aileen.vet@gmail.com
Willem Schultheiss 082 323 7019 willem.schultheiss@ceva.com
Nico Schutte 023 626 3516 doknico@tiscali.co.za
Ian Alleman 072 558 4883 accommodation@nieu-bethesda.com
Ellené Kleyn 082 881 8661  elly1@mweb.co.za
Mike Lowry  084 581 2624  mikelowry@sai.co.za

Stress Management Hotline
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With my background in academics, it has become clear that there 
are many cognitive and non-cognitive factors that we should select 
for if we are to choose successful candidates for the Bachelor of 
Veterinary Science degree program. In my short career in education 
I have seen a handful of cases where we get it wrong. This leads to a 
stressful situation for the candidate, who is at risk of not completing 
their veterinary degree and places the educator in a precarious 
position wondering where they have gone wrong. Perhaps neither 
of these parties are at fault? Perhaps it is the system that has let 
them down right at the very beginning? Perhaps it is time to 
address our admissions strategy?

For various reasons in veterinary science we often rest our 
selection strategy purely on the academic grades that the student 
has achieved when making this high-stakes decision. It has 
been shown that pre-admission grades are the best predictor 
of academic success, but in our profession a special skill set is 
required to function effectively.1,4,6 Non-cognitive attributes such 
as communication skills, integrity, professionalism, accountability 
and self-regulation should be combined with academic prowess 
to select successful candidates.1,6,7 I feel that our irresponsible 
selection strategy has far-reaching effects. Not only does it lead 
to academic attrition as certain students fail to complete their 
degree, but it also places our profession at risk and that person’s 

long-term wellbeing under threat.7 Certainly, selection strategies 
for veterinary programs are intricate. Due to the ever-increasing 
demand for places in both undergraduate and post-graduate 
veterinary degrees, and our desire to graduate veterinarians with 
the necessary skill set to adapt to many vocational settings our 
selection strategies need to evolve.7 There is an undeniable need 
to assess non-cognitive attributes together with academic aptitude 
when selecting candidates.7

So how does one assess and select for non-cognitive attributes? 
Typically, some form of interview is used to assess these traits. 
Attrition rates in North American medical schools are phenomenally 
low and it is thought that it can be accounted for by the rigorous 
admissions procedure. By the 1980s, 99% of medical programs in the 
United States used some form of interview as part of their selection 
process. This proportion has remained constant even in recent 
surveys.1 It must be said that the traditional panel/board interview 
is fraught with discrepancies. It is often biased by the fact that the 
interview panel has access to the candidate’s academic record, 
there is often unintentional non-verbal communication between 
members of the interview panel regarding their perception of a 
candidate, the outcome to a certain degree is dependent of the 
interviewer’s background/expectations and it is plagued by context 
specificity.1,4 

Multiple mini-
interviews: 

Selection for success 
A reflective essay

 >>> 8

Tesh Smalle BSc, BVSc (Hons), MMedVet (Surgery)(Small Animal), MANZCVS (SAS)
Lecturer in Small Animal Surgery, The University of Melbourne

tesh.smalle@unimelb.edu.au 

Leading Article
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This leads to the assumption that it does not allow a balanced view 
of the candidate’s skills and experiences when making a high stakes 
decision.1 Furthermore, evidence suggests that it has a limited 
ability to determine academic or clinical performance.4  To some 
degree, the candidate’s interview score is attributable to a chance 
assignment to a compatible interview panel.1

When making a high stakes decision, we strive for this decision to be 
based on valid, reliable, unbiased and evidence-based processes.6 
There are several other methods used to assess non-cognitive 
attributes such as a written application, referee report, multiple 
mini-interviews, a situational judgement test, etc.7  Multiple mini-
interviews (MMI) have received much attention in the past decade 
and as a result much evidence has come to light regarding their 
use. They seem to be used predominantly in selection processes 
in Canada, but evidence emerging from Australia, the United 
Kingdom and the United States has also been published.4 The 
basic design of an MMI includes 4-12 stations with 1-2 assessors 
per station allowing 5-15 minutes per station.4 In short, MMIs 
have been likened to objective standardised clinical examinations 
(OSCE) as they also make use of multiple short stations each with a 
different examiner.1  Unlike an OSCE, the MMI is not objective nor is 
it clinically-based. There is a strong focus on avoiding stations which 
require clinical knowledge as these create bias in the selection 
process. Furthermore, evidence shows that subjective ratings can 
be reliable estimate of the candidate’s ability and thus does not 
detract from the strength of the MMI as a selection tool.1 

Similar to an OSCE, the multiple sampling opportunities serve to 
provide a more accurate portrayal of the candidate’s strengths 
and weaknesses by diluting the effect of chance and interviewer/
situational biases.1 Unlike the traditional interview, ratings are 
assigned independently by the interview panel as interviewers 
interact individually with the candidate in separate rooms.1 

In general candidates are quite positive about MMIs as they feel 
that the multiple separate stations give them an opportunity to 
recover from poor stations without it creating interviewer biases at 
the following stations.1 Interviewers also seemed to find the process 
fun, but slightly more tiring as they individually interacted with 
each candidate and were responsible for an independent score. 
Possibly this can be remedied by providing more breaks during the 
course of the process.1 

Considering the above, how do we justify the implementation of 
an MMI as a selection tool? This is where we need to turn to the 
evidence. Generally, it is practically feasible as it doesn’t require 
more examiners, nor cost more than traditional interviews and 
can possibly be conducted in a shorter period of time.4   Possibly if 
human resources are limited and you wish to increase the capacity 
of an MMI session, you could consider including a written station 
to assess essential written communication skills and possibly even 
letter-writing skills depending on how the station is structured.5 

Also, if faculty members are limited you could consider using 
community veterinarians to partake in the process as there is 
generally an adequate level of agreement between these groups 
of interviewers.2 It is accepted by both the interviewer and the 
candidate as a fair and transparent process allowing an opportunity 
to regain your composure if you encountered problems at previous 
stations.4 Additionally, it is free from gender, cultural and socio-
economic bias.4 Candidates that have the financial means to 
receive coaching also do not seem to have any advantage during 
the MMI due to the flexibility within station design.1,4 In terms of 
the reliability of MMIs, it is generally very high across all studies.4 
This is in part due to the multiple sampling opportunities.  Thus, by 
increasing the number of stations you can increase the reliability 
of the MMI rather than increasing the number of interviewers per 
station.1 

This can have an impact on the human resource requirements as 
having 7 stations with 2 interviewers per station is as reliable as 
having 10 stations with 1 interviewer per station.2 The initial impact 
of this approach is during the blueprinting required for each MMI 
station. 

This blueprinting is an important phase in the implementation of 
an MMI as it gives the stakeholders an opportunity to articulate 
the qualities which they consider important for long-term success 
as a veterinarian. Subsequently, stations can be designed around 
testing for these qualities allowing reliable selection of appropriate 
candidates.1,4 The reliability of an MMI can be further increased by 
implementing appropriate interviewer training.1 When considering 
the validity of MMIs, it has been shown that MMI scores do not 
correlate with academic grades, personal interviews, simulated 
tutorials nor autobiographical sketches.4 Thus, where these 
strategies are already used as selection tools it seems that the MMI 

 >>> 9
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will give a different and independent set of information on that 
candidate that can be used to select more appropriately. In terms of 
the predictive validity of MMIs it has been found that they correlate 
with performance in subsequent OSCEs and clerkship performance 
(medical council examinations).1,4 Furthermore, they are correlated 
with extraversion (traits such as confidence, enthusiasm and 
energy) and an ability to build a relationship with the patient/client 
(rapport and trust).3 

When considering the above, it seems that MMIs are a valid, reliable 
and unbiased tool upon which to rest such a high-stakes decision. 

There is plenty of evidence that supports its use, but possibly 
further studies elucidating the evidence of its validity against 
assessment of non-cognitive attributes is warranted. Furthermore, 
in the veterinary profession the ability to work as a team is endlessly 
important and this must be considered when designing stations 
where often there is only a candidate and interviewer present. 

Ingenuity might be necessary to assess this attribute during an 
MMI. 
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VetNews asked Prof Dietmar Holm, Deputy Dean Teaching and 
Learning of the Faculty of Veterinary Science, University of Pretoria, to 
respond to Dr Tesh Smalle’s essay. His reply follows below.

Reply to the reflective essay on Multiple Mini Interviews for 
selection

Dietmar Holm

Multiple mini interviews (MMIs) are indeed used widely as part 
of selection systems for professional programmes, in particular 
medical and veterinary programmes in the USA. The principle is 
well-researched and well-established. At Onderstepoort, we have 
considered MMIs in the past, but have decided against them, 
because of the major challenge of access to universities in South 
Africa that needs to be prioritised. OP, because it is the only vet 
school in South Africa, is even less accessible than universities in 
general. If we included MMIs, we would automatically exclude 
lesser-resourced applicants living far away from OP. Although our 
intentions would be to select based on the best possible evidence 
(obtained in the USA), we would in fact be selecting for students 
with access to resources. Is this what will make our profession 
successful in future? Maybe, maybe not.

What is success in a professional career? Is it when you are financially 
successful, or when you make exciting and innovative scientific 
discoveries? Is it perhaps when you have no professional come-
backs, or when you serve your community with integrity, earning 
their respect? Or is it when you are happy in life? There are so many 
ways to measure professional success, and there should be, because 
professional success means something different to every person. 
If we try to select for professional success in only one way, we 
immediately disregard the definition of success as seen by another 
person, and it means that if that person is not successful in the way 
that we see success, we do not acknowledge their uniqueness and 
the diversity that should exist in our profession. 

Let us take the example of selection for communication abilities. 
To start with, we have to distinguish between traits and skills. 
Communication, in my opinion is a skill. Skills can be taught and 
learnt and although some people are more naturally “talented” 
in certain skills, it is possible for anybody to improve skills by 
training or practicing them. Selecting for specific skill levels, just 
like selecting purely on academic merit, will result in a certain loss 
in diversity amongst candidates and eventually in a profession, 
because we will select for candidates who are either naturally 
“talented” communicators, or more likely candidates who have 
been trained to communicate efficiently. Candidates with a different 
background will be lost to the system, although they might have 
other wonderful traits and background that could have enriched 
our profession and our lives. 

Utrecht University in the Netherlands had until recently a very 
interesting selection system that encouraged diversity amongst 
their students: Applicants that met the minimum requirements 
were ranked on academic merit and then divided into 2 or 3 tiers. 
From each tier, a predetermined number of candidates were 
randomly selected. If your number came up, you were in, otherwise 
you were simply unlucky, and could try again the following year. 
This was a great system, because students knew that they were all 
just lucky to get in, irrespective of their academic abilities. 

 >>> 10
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For this reason, there was no pressure creating expectations 
amongst students and students were more inclined to learn, than 
to compete academically. Unfortunately, due to complaints from 
unsuccessful applicants, the system was dropped, and replaced 
with a system where academic merit is weighted heavily. It was said 
that the previous system was unfair. A colleague there summarised 
this very well by saying that of course the old system was unfair 
(because it was based on a lucky draw), but at least it was randomly 
unfair. The new system, one could argue, is systematically unfair. 
The harder we try to improve selection systems based on evidence, 
the more systematically unfair it potentially becomes. For this 
reason, we could argue, selection systems should strive to include 
more diversity, rather than selecting for students with traits and/
or aptitudes that we think are related to success in the profession.

Having said that, OP’s selection system is based heavily on academic 
merit (80% weighting), with competition to get into the programme 
becoming increasingly fierce. This increasing competition results 
in similar increases in complaints from unsuccessful applicants 
claiming that they have been disadvantaged by the selection 
system. This results in the University being forced to fine-tune the 
academic scoring of its selection system literally every year. 

Increasing competition means that those that are eventually 
successful have major expectations to live up to and we notice 
that students are experiencing high levels of performance anxiety 
with resulting depression and more serious mental issues. Students 
don’t play anymore; they study all the time because they are so 
worried about academic failure that they don’t realise how it causes 
their general wellbeing to fail.

A very interesting recent study demonstrated how measurable 
personality traits are predictive of future depression and self-harm 
behaviour in veterinarians. With the veterinary profession being 
so prone to these problems, isn’t it time that we rather select for 
mental resilience, than for any other trait?

In conclusion, although I definitely don’t disregard the value of 
MMI’s, I think we should rather work on ways to select for diversity 
and for mental resilience: it will do our colleagues in future a big 
favour.

Reference

Dawson BFY, Thompson NJ. 2017. The effect of personality on 
occupational stress in veterinary surgeons. Journal of Veterinary 
Medical Education 44(1): 72-83.

For more information on our current selection system, please 
consult our Undergraduate Faculty Brochure, available on the 
Faculty’s website.  v
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New skills training for final 
year veterinary students 

serves South Africa
Prof Anita Michel, Dr Annelize Jonker, Dr Jannie 

Crafford, Dr Alfred Kgasi

In 2018 the Faculty of Veterinary Science of the University of 
Pretoria embarked on enriching the skills base of newly-qualified 
veterinarians by developing a training course to diagnose bovine 
tuberculosis, an important state controlled disease of cattle which 
also affects many wildlife species (I.e. buffalo, lions). In 2019 this 
training course has been well established and we look forward to 
being able to present it to external trainees in 2020. 

The so-called intradermal tuberculin test (skin test) is the official 
prescribed test method which requires well-trained veterinary 
personnel and dedicated equipment to perform the test procedures 
during two visits to the cattle herd, three days apart. The successful 
execution of this test will require an exceptionally diverse skill 
set. Due to the many biological variables that can influence the 
interpretation of this test, veterinarians need to rely on a thorough 
understanding of the underlying disease process and immune 
responses. 

The veterinarian must develop a fine-tuned clinical observation 
skill to evaluate the health of the individual animals, the history 
of the herd, interaction of other disease conditions together with 
sometimes subtle changes in the animal’s reactions to the skin test.

Lectures by experienced staff and state veterinarians ensure students 
acquire a good theoretical understanding of the underlying disease 
mechanisms, testing equipment, the test responses, their correct 
interpretation and the relevant legislation. Students are given the 
opportunity to first hone their skills in the correct handling and 
maintenance of the equipment during a hands-on approach in 
the Faculty’s Skills Laboratory. The students also use specifically 
designed skin models that simulate various skin test responses. 
This first exposure in the skills laboratory helps students to develop 
confidence and facilitates deeper learning which was clearly visible 
during the field training 

Two field visits to communal herds provide an ideal opportunity 
for extending a supporting hand to participating communities 
and Veterinary Services and for students to interact with the 
farmers, gain confidence in the use of the equipment and hands-
on application of all newly acquired testing skills. The students also 
have the opportunity to draw blood from animals for brucellosis 
testing. 

We are confident that this new training experience makes a 
significant contribution to the skills set and confidence of our newly 
qualified veterinarians and in their future role in the control of these 
diseases of national importance.  v
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SAVA-CVC has dramatically increased its reach 
and output over the last few years.  As such, the 
Board of SAVA-CVC agreed that a CVC conference 
should be held to discuss a variety of topics that 
relate to managing a Community Veterinary Clinic. 
Nineteen CVCs were represented at the conference                        
(22 delegates). 

Through this, SAVA-CVC endeavoured to share 
learning and provide tools to vets that provide 
financially sustainable clinics in lower-income 
communities

Before the event, each CVC submitted answers to a 
questionnaire which provided useful information as 
a basis for our discussions. Many different formats of 
clinics exist and their methods to fund their clinics are 
equally diverse. CVCs that do not charge owners for 
the services, are much less likely to break even since 
fundraising on its own cannot sustain the clinics.  
It also became clear that CVCs which advertise a 
standard rate for each service, are more likely to be 

financially sustainable, even if the charge is as little 
as R20.  Requesting the owner to pay “what they can 
afford” has been proven to be unsustainable.  

Another relevant topic of discussion was “the 
means test” which CVCs use to qualify a person for 
the reduced rate service. The general consensus is 
that the communities the CVCs choose to serve are 
generally the poorest of the poor.  Each principal vet 
carries the responsibility to apply common sense, 
but feedback is that it is extremely rare that red flags 
are raised concerning an owner’s wealth.

Disease, injuries and health problems can be 
prevented through education on primary health 
care, but education booklets handed out at clinics 
are often discarded, sometimes not even read. We 
therefore invited suggestions on how best to spend 
educational funds and educational talks at schools 
are rated to achieve the best results. During 2018, 
SAVA-CVC reached 13 546 schoolchildren through 
talks and will restart similar projects in 2020. 

Printed posters or social media images are also 
considered a good option which SAVA-CVC can 
create digitally to share. 

Feedback concerning the event from the 22 
attendees, was very positive – sharing of information 
has sparked new ideas and enthusiasm for this 
challenging field of work.  

We look forward to providing continuous feedback 
on the amazing work that is being performed by our 
members in 2020.

Any vets interested to learn more about setting up 
a mobile clinic for their practice, are welcome to 
contact us on:
 cvcmanager@sava.co.za 
(012) 346 1150

Kind regards,
Claudia Cloete 
(Director & Manager: SAVA-CVC)   v

An initiative of the
SOUTH AFRICAN

VETERINARY 
ASSOCIATION
Non-profit Company: 1998/016654/08
Non-profit Organisation: 000-234 NPO

Public Benefit Organisation: 130001321

SAVA-CVC Conference November 2019

CVC News I CVC Nuus

Donate using 
Snapscan now!

SAVA-CVC, ABSA Bank , Cheque Account: 4056779023, 
Branch: Brooklyn (632005), Swift Code: ABSA ZAJJ

Bank details:

Catering 
for the 

event was 
sponsored 
by IDEXX 
and was 

much 
appreciated 

by all that 
attended!

Back row – left to right: Estelle Botha (Vetsbrands Sponsorship), Dr Chris Janisch (Pyramid CVC), Cherié Jackson (Sponsor 
Boehringer-Ingelheim), Carmen du Toit (Sponsor Boehringer-Ingelheim), Dr Kurt Verheyke (CCS vet student for 2019 at Botshabelo 

CVC),  Dr Johan Eksteen (Knysna Mobile CVC), Dr Albertus Coetzee (Mbombela CVC), Dr Anna Kornijenko (HAWS CVC), Dr Dean 
Sim (Nelson Mandela Bay CVC),  Dr Anthony Davis (Humansdorp CVC), Linda Spencer-Coye (HAWS CVC), Dr Jennifer Deverson 
(Atlantis CVC), Dr Annelize Roos (Envirovet CVC), Vhonani Manenzhe (SAVA-CVC Head Office), Dr Bjorn Reininghaus (Lowveld 

Vet@Nsikazi CVC), Dr Heather Nixon (Zamani CVC), Dr Louween Edwardes (Durban South CVC), Samantha Tame (Sponsor 
IDEXX), Vivian Dicks (Sponsor IDEXX), 

Front row – left to right: Dr Sandy Waddingham (Hermanus & Overberg CVC), Dr Peter Dave (Kleinmond CVC), Dr Marette Dreyer 
(Kariega CVC), Dr Rissa Parker (Bizana CVC & Director: SAVA-CVC), Claudia Cloete (Manager & Director: SAVA-CVC), Dr Katherine 

Barker (Cluny Animal Trust CVC), Dr Kate Hall (HAWS CVC), Dr Helen McLean (John Moore CVC), Dr Marike Thomas (Envirovet 
CVC), Dr Clare Speedy (Kyasands CVC)
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SAVA 
Debit Orders

The debit order system that the Association implemented in 2019, 
was a huge success. We have therefore decided to offer our members 
the option to choose the debit order option again, should they wish. 

The debit order will be over a period of 10 months (February 2020 
– November 2020) or divided over a shorter period in the event of 
members renewing or joining SAVA later during the year.

A new Debit Order Mandate has to be completed by SAVA 
members each year.  Members who made use of the debit orders 
in 2019, are therefore required to complete a new mandate and 
email back to: bookkeeper@sava.co.za  no later than Monday 
20 January 2020. 

Download the 2020 mandate here: 
http://www.sava.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/NEW-
SAVA-Mandate-2020.pdf

Having been kept abreast of the developments of SAVA-CVC, you are 
no doubt aware that we have revitalised this critical organisation. The 
nature of charity organisations is that there is constant uncertainty 
about future cash flow – every donation from a particular individual 
or group might be the last donation.  Securing sufficient guaranteed 
cash flow to cover operating costs in SAVA-CVC is something that we 
have actively pursued over the last 18 months.  We have reported on 
the significant activities that have been performed in communities 
using funds from donors.  

We would like to provide an easy method for our members to 
contribute to this worthy cause with an option to add a contribution 
to SAVA-CVC of R20.00 per month on your debit order.

The South African Veterinary Foundation (SAVF) aims to promote 
and advance veterinary and other biological sciences. This includes 
supporting veterinary research at all levels, to fund bursaries for 

veterinary studies and to invest and administer various financial 
portfolios in order to promote the knowledge, image and status of 
the veterinary and para-veterinary professions and practice within 
Southern Africa, resulting in improved quality of life for animal 
and man.  An example of an activity that the SAVF is involved in: 
The SAVF funds research projects that will benefit the health of 
animals and is not detrimental to animals. For this purpose, the 
SAVF will only consider funding a project that has been approved 
by a recognised institution’s Ethics and Research Committee. 
Furthermore, the trustees of the SAVF also evaluate each study 
based on relevance, scientific soundness and humane treatment.  
Once a study is completed, the results of the research project are 
published in the Journal of the South African Veterinary Association or 
an international peer-reviewed journal on the ISI list of journals, as 
well as presented at a South African Veterinary Association congress 
or other appropriate SA congress.  

Finding funds for research is often not part of an academic or 
aspiring academic’s nature.  The SAVF wants to increase its reach 
by having more funds available to invest in research. We would like 
to provide an easy method for our members to contribute to this 
worthy cause with an option to add a contribution to the SAVF of 
R20.00 per month on your debit order.

Those who will continue to pay their SAVA 
membership fees on an annual basis are 
also encouraged to add a donation to either 
or both of the SAVA-CVC and SAVF to this 
annual payment.  v
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Please note that SAVA awards are awarded annually.  Due to the fact 
that awards are traditionally handed over at the gala dinner at SAVA 
congresses, which only occur every two years, the awards for two 
successive years will be handed over at each awards ceremony.  Hence, 
the 2021 awards ceremony will include recipients of both the 2020 and 
2021 awards.  This is a call for nominations for the 2020 awards.  Please 
note non-SAVA members may be nominated for most of the categories, 
and the committee no longer requires a comprehensive motivation for 
nominations – refer to the details below. 

1. GOLD MEDAL OF THE SAVA
Awarded to any person, in recognition of outstanding and sustained scientific 
achievement, with a major impact in the field of veterinary science in South 
Africa. The medal will only be awarded once to a particular person.

2. PRESIDENT’S AWARD
Awarded to any veterinarian registered with the SAVC in recognition of 
outstanding service to and advancement of the veterinary profession in 
South Africa. The award will only be bestowed once on a particular person.

3. BOSWELL AWARD
Awarded to any member of the SAVA for eminent service rendered to the 
profession through the SAVA. The award may be bestowed upon more than 
one person in a particular year.

4. CLINICAL AWARD OF THE SAVA
Awarded to any veterinarian or group of veterinarians who are registered with 
the SAVC and have excelled in applied veterinary practice. Recipients will not 
be eligible for re-nomination within a period of five years.
 
5. RESEARCH AWARD OF THE SAVA
Awarded to any veterinarian or veterinarians, for the best scientific article or 
series of articles, recently published in any scientific journal. Recipients of this 
award may be eligible for nomination for new original research. Submission 
to the Awards Committee may be made by candidates themselves.
  
6. YOUNG VETERINARIAN OF THE YEAR AWARD
Awarded to a veterinarian registered with the SAVC, less than 35 years of age 
or who has not been registered for longer than 10 years and who has made a 
significant contribution to veterinary science in his / her work sphere.

7. SOGA MEDAL
Awarded in recognition of exceptional community service rendered by a 
veterinarian registered with the SAVC or a veterinary student enrolled at a 
South African veterinary faculty.  Any type of community service, and not 
necessarily veterinary service, rendered to any community, may be considered 
for this award.

8. CITATION OF THE SAVA
The SAVA may bestow a citation upon one or more individuals, including non-
veterinarians, in recognition of specific achievements and / or meritorious 
contributions to the veterinary profession or the SAVA. Justification for this 
citation must be supported by at least three members of Federal Council.

9.      HONORARY LIFE MEMBER
Any SAVA member who has rendered long and outstanding service to the 
veterinary profession may be awarded Honorary Life Membership.  The 
nomination must be supported by at least three members of Federal Council. 
Honorary Life Membership will not be granted to more than three people in 
one year.

10.      HONORARY ASSOCIATE LIFE MEMBER
Any person who is not a veterinarian and who has rendered outstanding 
service to veterinary science may be awarded honorary associate life 
membership. The nomination must be supported by at least three members 
of Federal Council.

All nominations must be supported by:
• Submissions must be made on the official nomination form available from 

the SAVA office. 
• A brief motivation in terms of the conditions of the specific award, including 

the impact the work of the nominee has had. Evidence supporting the 
motivation, such as testimonials, may be included. 

• A full curriculum vitae of the nominee, including a list of publication(s) 
where applicable and all the contact details of the nominee.

• Copy (ies) of the relevant publication(s) in the case of the Research Award.
• Nominations must be signed by a member of the SAVA and seconded and 

signed by a member of Federal Council.

Please note that:
• Any member of the SAVA may submit nominations. Members are 

encouraged to channel their nominations via a group or branch.
• Non-SAVA members may be nominated for all categories except the 

Boswell Award and Honorary Life Membership. 
• Unsuccessful nominations of previous years may, at the discretion of the 

Awards Committee, be held over for consideration in the following year.
• Where the nominator and seconder have indicated their permission, award 

categories of nominations could be changed by the Awards Committee.
• Members of the Awards Committee are permitted to propose or second 

candidates for awards, on condition that they recuse themselves when 
such nominations are discussed.

The onus is on members to submit appropriate nominations by the due date.

Failure to comply with the above will lead to disqualification of the nomination.

All nominations, in electronic format, to be sent to the Secretary at 
VetHouse:

Elize Nicholas 
elize@sava.co.za

 by
31 MAY 2020

Nomination forms may be obtained from Vethouse or the 
SAVA website or contact Elize Nicholas on elize@sava.co.za or                  
Tel: 012-346 1150 / 072-2745434   v

SAVA News I SAVV Nuus

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS SAVA 
AWARDS AND HONORARY 

MEMBERSHIP 2020
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VACCINATION BOOKS

Orders for SAVA vaccination books 
will resume on 15 January 2020.

To order/for more information 
contact Debbie on: 
Tel: 012 346 1150

Email: debbie@sava.co.za

Dear SAVA member

Please note that Vethouse will close on 
Friday, 20 December 2019 at 13:00 

and resume business on 6 January 2020.

SAVA wishes all its members and their families a 
joyous festive season and everything of the best for 

the year ahead.

Kind regards
Gert Steyn: Managing Director

Geagte SAVV lid

Neem asseblief kennis dat Vethuis sal sluit op
Vrydag, 20 Desember 2019 om 13:00 

en sal heropen op 6 Januarie 2020.

Die SAVV wens alle lede en hul families ‘n 
wonderlike feestyd en alles van die beste vir die 

jaar wat voorlê.

Vriendelike groete
Gert Steyn: Besturende Direkteur

Protecting you with an 
FNB Group Funeral Plan

At SAVA we promote the health and welfare of animals and that is why it is so important that we 
protect our members too. Unexpected, life-changing events can have a devastating impact on 
our families and households which is why we are excited to introduce the FNB Group Funeral 
Plan as an additional benefit to eligible SAVA members.

From 01 February 2020, active SAVA members below the age of 65 will be given a R10 000 
funeral benefit which will be paid out to a nominated beneficiary in the unfortunate event of a 
member passing away. This cover is included in the annual membership fee and is underwritten 
by FNB Life. Claims are paid out within 24 hours of receiving all the required documents. In 
addition, this funeral benefit includes a 24/7 telephonic counselling and advice benefit at no 
added cost. Confidentiality is guaranteed, and the service extends to the members’ immediate 
family.

Terms & conditions will be made available to all insured members. The insurer can be contacted 
at fnblifebusiness@fnb.co.za or 087 736 7778.  v
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MANAGING YOUR CPD COMPLIANCE
We understand that managing your CPD requirements can be a time consuming 
and somewhat frustrating process, which is why we want to introduce you to 
VetEDonline.

VetEDonline is an online CPD Management and Education Platform endorsed by 
the South African Veterinary Association (SAVA), which provide veterinarians 
with state of the art CPD Compliance and Education Solutions that assist them 
on their journey to CPD compliance.

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT FOR VETERINARIANS

As a registered veterinarian, you have a responsibility to improve your knowledge 
and skills on regular basis for the end benefi t of your patients. This responsibility 
is the driving factor behind the Continuing Professional Development (CPD) 
programme implemented by the South African Veterinary 
Council (SAVC).

VETEDONLINE SUPPORTS NEWLY QUALIFIED 
VETERINARIANS WITH THEIR CPD COMPLIANCE BY 

PROVIDING THE FOLLOWING SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES:

WHAT IS CPD?
CPD is a process of lifelong learning whereby a Veterinary 
or Para-Veterinary Professional systematically engages 
in activities that maintain abilities, skills and knowledge 
required for a professional practice.

HOW DOES CPD WORK?
According to the SAVC’s guidelines, veterinarians who 
enter the CPD system during their Compulsive Community 
Service, must accumulate a minimum total of sixty (60) 
CPD points, of which twenty (20) points must be Structured 
CPD, within every three-year cycle from commencement of 
the CPD system.

Visit our VetEDonline Platform for a detailed breakdown of 
your Structured and Unstructured CPD requirements.
As a newly qualifi ed veterinarian, the SAVC advise that you 
start accumulating your CPD points during your community 
service as part of your professional development portfolio.

It remains the responsibility of veterinarians to keep 
record and documented proof the of their CPD activities. A 
summary of all activities is to be submitted on an annual 
basis to the council on a form that is obtainable from the 
registrar.

CPD is a process of lifelong learning whereby a Veterinary 
or Para-Veterinary Professional systematically engages 
in activities that maintain abilities, skills and knowledge 
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Acupuncture (AP) is part of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), which is based 
on ancient Chinese concepts of health and disease. These encompass the 8 
principles, including theories of Yin-Yang, Qi (“chee”), directions and flow, five 
elements, the six evils, oriental diagnostic methods and the necessity for 
balance/control in all aspects of life.  Some of those terms are, quite likely, 
enough to put one off venturing any further into this article, let alone delve 
into this fascinating practice. And that, unfortunately, is part of the problem 
we face as promoters of AP in the Western veterinary space. 

The language of TCM is vastly different to that of conventional medicine. 
Sometimes, the same terminology will have completely different meanings. 
Teaching and learning methods differ considerably.  The diagnostic approach 
along with the evaluation of treatment, are hardly comparable. To the Western 
mind, trained in hypothetical deduction, much of the Eastern theory is simply 
incomprehensible.

As a long-time AP practitioner with a firm grasp on TCM theories and principles, 
I am the first to admit that I don’t fully understand how it works. Nobody does. 
Not in the way the Western mind would prefer. But this does not mean it does 
not work. What it does mean is that science has not yet managed to unravel 
the many mysteries of the central nervous system, which is both fascinating 
and frustrating in its complexity.

Einstein’s words ring loud and clear in the world of neurophysiology. The more 
we learn, the more we realise how much we don’t know. However, each new 
scientific discovery allows us to better understand, in the Western context, 
how and why the ancient practice of AP works. And with that, the insertion 
of needles to inhibit pain and ameliorate the symptoms of myriad diseases 
makes more sense than before. 

So, while science figures out the specifics, let’s have a look at what we do know. 
And how this can be of benefit to your animal patients. 

What is Acupuncture?

Acupuncture (AP) is the mechanical activation of specific AP points, which are 
found along the meridians of the body. Meridians (or AP channels) are pathways 
of life-energy or qi, and each is associated with an organ and/or body part.  The 
meridians flow inside the body and each has many AP points along its path.

Mechanism of Action 

The Chinese maintain that an ailment is a state of imbalance in the normal energy 
flow of the body. AP, acting on the channels of energy, restores this natural flow 
by clearing blockages and stimulating weaknesses. 

The Western understanding of AP is based on the knowledge of the input/output 
terminals of a two-way system of data transmission between superficial reflex 
points and the organs or parts that are related to these points via the neuro-
endocrine system.   With the treatment of pain, in particular, various scientific 
explanations exist – from the interruption of nociceptive transmission at the level 
of spinal cord, to psychological changes in the perception of pain. 

Several possible mechanisms of action? Which are correct? Again, the scientific 
truths are obscured only by the limitations of our current neurophysiologic 
understanding.

Treatment

TCM theory is used to diagnose the disease and to choose the acupuncture 
points that will be used. 

Fine, sterile, solid needles, low-level laser (laser puncture) or digital pressure 
(acupressure) are then inserted or applied at those AP points to produce the 
desired balancing effect, or in Western terms, activate the desired physiological 
response. 

If electrodes are attached to the needles and a current passed through to 
enhance the effect, it is called electro-acupuncture. The injections of vitamins, 
saline or other solutions into the AP points, for a different and/or more long-
lasting effect, is called aquapuncture. 

Different conditions require different rates of stimulation and individuals vary 
in their sensitivity to treatment. It is therefore difficult to predict how often 
treatment will be required. On average, chronic conditions are treated weekly 
for 4-6 weeks and then as often as required to maintain the response. Acute 
conditions may be resolved in one session or may require more frequent 
treatments.    

Treatments usually last 45 minutes up to one hour and follow-up treatments 
may be shorter.

When is acupuncture indicated? 

The most common use of AP is for pain relief and neurological disorders. However, 
AP can be helpful in the treatment of any disease or condition, either as primary 
treatment or as adjunct therapy.  Gastrointestinal disorders, skin disease, endocrine 
disorders and behavioural problems can all be treated with AP. It is particularly 
useful in treating conditions that do not respond well to orthodox treatment, 
as well to avoid the known side effects of painkillers or anti-inflammatories in 
musculoskeletal conditions. 

Probably the most accepted use of AP, in Western veterinary medicine, is its 
adjunctive role in treating patients undergoing cancer therapy.  In her address 
to the World Small Animal Veterinary Association World Congress in 2011, 
Associate Professor Keum Hwa Choi of the University of Minnesota cited various 
studies that show AP’s analgesic and anti-inflammatory effects, the mitigation of 
chemotherapy-related gastrointestinal discomfort including nausea, vomiting, 
anorexia and diarrhoea, as well as the alleviation of side effects due to radiation 
therapy, including xerostomia.  (Keum, 2011)   

However, she highlighted the need for further studies on the physiologic 
mechanisms of AP and qualified clinical trials of AP for cancer patients. This would 
greatly enhance our knowledge and application of AP in integrative medicine 
oncology. 
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Is it safe?

AP is one of the safest interventions for the patient, but it cannot be 
considered harmless. Although uncommon, adverse events can and do 
occur in both humans and animals, although fewer events have been 
reported in animals. 

Veterinary AP is considered a surgical procedure. It should only be 
administered by a government registered veterinarian with advanced 
training and certification in veterinary AP. 

Unfortunately, there are unqualified service providers who promote 
themselves as acupuncturists, inserting needles into pets with neither the 
medical background to make a sound diagnosis, nor training in needle 
precision or AP contraindications. Clients exploring the use of AP should 
be cautioned in this regard, to ensure the safety of veterinary patients. 

Conditions that are cautioned or contraindicated include pregnancy, 
fracture, open wounds and infectious diseases.  

Patient comfort 

Most patients respond very well to AP and accept the needles well, often 
relaxing or falling asleep during treatments.  They might remain sleepy 
for 24 hours after treatment. Only in approximately 5% of cases is any 
pain or discomfort experienced.    

Cost of treatment

AP can be a cost-effective alternative for the treatment of cruciate injuries, 
spinal injury, disc disease and hip dysplasia cases. Treatment usually 
costs less than 20% of surgical intervention, providing an alternative to 
euthanasia for owners constrained by a lower budget. 

Does it really work?

There are thousands of studies that support the use of AP as a modality, 
including those evidence-based, randomised controlled studies that we 
all appreciate. 

In her study on the use and research of AP in laboratory animal settings, 
Magden finds that the use of acupuncture in veterinary medicine has 
paralleled the trends observed in people, with an increasingly common 
use to remedy specific medical conditions.  

While the number of studies on treating spontaneous disease in 
laboratory animals are limited, numerous studies have examined the role 
of acupuncture in experimental disease processes. 

Animal studies have, in fact, been instrumental in determining the 
effectiveness of acupuncture, as they are not subject to the same placebo 
effects as humans.  (Magden, 2017)

Though I find myself in an ethical quandary over the induction of 
diseased states to prove the efficacy of a least-harm modality, I do urge 
you to read Magden’s study. No less than 70 sources are cited, with some 
rather impressive clinical results.  
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The outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease in Limpopo Province 
towards the end of 2019 - should we be concerned or not????

As a province with similar farming conditions as Limpopo I think we 
should be concerned. As country should we be concerned? 

Yes, I think we should without a doubt!!. 

I think what is happening in Limpopo should be ringing alarm bells all 
around the country.  That is why I found Minister Didiza’s appearance 
on a TV morning-show towards the end of November 2019 to address 
this issue a very refreshing occurrence.  This is something we should 
all be emulating from all our corners rather than burying our heads in 
the sand and hoping that when the “storm is over” the world would 

have turned back to normality.Several questions come to my mind 
in respect of this dilemma:   Why are these FMD outbreaks occurring 
in this province? Are there any lapses in our surveillance and control 
measures? Are we leaving Limpopo on its own to solve this problem?  
Is this a provincial or national problem?  Is there anything we can do 
as collective to stem these outbreaks? 

Remember if its FMD today, tomorrow could easily be a more 
catastrophic disease outbreak, probably a zoonotic like Avian 
Influenza (AI) or similar, which could have a devastating effect on the 
livelihoods, food security and health of our communities. The dawn 
of democracy, that is post 1994 brought a lot of changes including 
those in the provision of veterinary services in the country. Among 
these were the provincialisation of some aspects of State Veterinary 

Enclosed in the December issue of VetNews you should have received a desk top calendar from the South African 
Veterinary Foundation generously sponsored by Dr Joubert Viljoen’ s companies,  Vet Directory and  Vet Websites. 
Hopefully the calendar will act as a reminder to support our Pet and Equine Memorial funds in the coming year as 
well as who to support for any website development or practice advertisements.    

With the end of the 2020 tax year around the corner, please consider supporting out Pet and Equine Memorial 
funds as well as the Practitioners Research Fund. Contributions to these funds get a tax deductible Section 18A 
certificate and also contributes to your Club Tanzanite points. In the December issue of VetNews you would have 
seen a piece on St Francis Animal Hospital in Edenvale receiving their Club Tanzanite trophy for their generous 
donations to the Foundation.

The past year has seen a changing of the old guard at the Foundation which is now under the leadership of Dr Didi 
Claassen as chairperson and Prof Darrell Abernethy as vice-chairman. The Board is looking forward to a year with 
innovative new fundraising initiatives and getting the broader veterinary fraternity more involved in the affairs of 
the Foundation. As usual, more information about the Foundation is available on our website at www.savf.org.za. 

The directors and staff of the SAVF take this opportunity to thank you for your support and contributions during 
2019 and we wish you, your families and practice staff a good start to the next decade. I trust that the current 
turbulent political and economic times in South Africa will improve  over the next few years in order for us to make  
a bigger contribution to the wellbeing  of the animals  of South Africa.   v           

Robert Kirberger, PRO                
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provision, the relaxation of animal movement controls and the 
introduction of the so called “”self-policing of commodity entities”.  
Further, State veterinarians were previously clearly identifiable by 
their uniforms and vehicles emblazoned with a “red buffalo” head. 

Through provincialisation, there was an immediate loss of  a direct 
command from national to the provinces which is very key in any 
National Veterinary Service. Under the circumstances, the national 
competency is hamstrung to carry out immediate interventions 
without the concurrence of the provinces in most cases. 

Case in point here is that you have a “National Director of Animal 
Health” at national level but the head of veterinary services in the 
province is a chief director. Now, who reports to who and who has 
the final word ?

Animal movement control used to be a very effective measure 
in controlling diseases outbreaks. Post 1994 animals move freely 
without any permits and this opens a door not only for those 
involved in livestock theft but it’s also an open passport “to move 
diseases around the country” at the wink of an eye.

Self-policing in the livestock industry is an ideal which is difficult 
to achieve, even in more developed countries than ours, hence the 
presence of very strong and effective state control mechanisms 
running side by side. 

Maybe this is the time for us to reflect on this area especially 
because of the view that the Limpopo FMD outbreaks are being 
fuelled by unscrupulous animal traders and auctioneers. 

The solution could be to increase State veterinary visibility all 
around the show. This would mean going back to having a fully 
uniformed State veterinarian in a clearly marked vehicle regardless 
of whether it’s state or subsidised. Have you ever wondered why 
our law enforcement officers are in uniforms and clearly marked 
cars? A “uniform” has an effect on the beholder!!!! 

Do you remember the chills running through your body when a fully 
uniformed traffic officer marches to your car during a roadblock?
Maybe we should pull out our bible - the “South African Veterinary 
Strategy (2016-2026)”, which I guess must be now gathering dust in 
a number of veterinary offices around the country. 

Maybe we should begin implementing some of those good ideas 
therein!  It could also be interesting to find out how many colleagues 
(both state and private) have ever seen or read this document!!

In conclusion I would like to propose picking up where we left off 
in 2016 when the Eastern Cape Province again was in the forefront 
of inviting a team from the FAO to present a General Emergency 
Management Practice (GEMP) course in the country. 

This was a one weeklong course attended by representatives from 
all Provinces and was followed up by two seminars in Pretoria. What 
happened thereafter?? Shouldn’t we have built on this in terms of 
our animal diseases outbreaks preparedness as a country? 

There are also plans afoot by the National Disaster Management 
Centre (NDMC) in Pretoria to introduce a new course on managing 
disasters called the “Incident Command system (ICS)”. 

This is an all hazard management system developed by the 
Americans after 9/11. The combination of the two courses could 
be very useful in the surveillance and control of animal diseases 
outbreaks in the country and could be useful for veterinarians in 
state and private practices and the animal industry as a whole.

The good news again is that a dedicated group of officers in the 
Early Warning Centre, Veterinary Services in the Eastern Cape have 
gone through these two courses and the Institute of Development 
Assistance Management (IDAM) at the University of Fort Hare has 
teamed up with ECUPFA to roll out the ICS programme in several 
Government departments and Municipalities in the province.

Maybe the other provinces, the veterinary fraternity and the 
animal industry could take a leaf from these initiatives!!!

As always, on behalf of the SAVA EC & Karoo  branch managing 
committee, the whole membership and their families as well as 
my family, I wish all colleagues in the country and members of 
VETHOUSE a prosperous 2020.  v    

Yours sincerely 

Ivan
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Royden Charles Tustin – Roy to his family, friends and colleagues – was 
born in Empangeni, Natal on 4 June 1929. His father, an officer in the 
SA armed forces, was away from home for most of WWII, Roy growing 
up in his absence for a major portion of his schooling. He matriculated 
at Maritzburg College and, opting to become a veterinarian like his 
paternal grandfather, was selected for the Onderstepoort veterinary 
course, arriving at the Faculty in 1949. He was in his third year when I 
arrived at Onderstepoort and our careers were destined to run a fairly 
parallel course ever since. Roy was a keen rugby player, a tall and fast 
forward and hence a valuable member of the OP Faculty’s renowned 
first rugby team. He graduated from the Faculty with a BVSc degree 
early in 1953. 

His first appointment was as private practitioner with the large firm 
of veterinarians headed by Dr Jack Boswell and based in Sandown, 
Johannesburg, where I joined him in December 1953, succeeding 
him as resident veterinarian at Sandown Veterinary Hospital whilst 
he managed the Bryanston clinic of the practice. I replaced him at 
Bryanston when he took up employment in the Bacteriology Section 
of the Onderstepoort Veterinary Research Institute in 1955, In 1958 he 
was transferred on request to the institute’s Pathology Section. He also 
taught Pathology at the Onderstepoort Faculty on a part time basis 
from 1963 to 1970, his first involvement with the Faculty. 

In 1970 Roy was appointed research pathologist with the South African 
Medical Research Council based at the CSIR and then near Cape 
Town, where he conducted research on the carcinogenicity of various 
mycotoxins and toxic plants. However, in late 1973 he was encouraged 

to apply for the newly created position of full-time professor and head 
of the Department of Pathology in the now fully-fledged Faculty of 
Veterinary Science of the University of Pretoria, which had just become 
completely independent from the Onderstepoort Veterinary Research 
Institute and the Department of Agriculture. His appointment 
necessitated returning with his family to live in Pretoria. 

Prof Tustin was a highly respected teacher in his subject, not only 
because his lectures were excellent but also on account of his 
gentlemanly approach and unwavering, stern value system in which 
he demanded absolute dedication. He was highly respected by all his 
students for his disciplined but fair approach. Woe betide a student 
who arrived late for a lecture! This approach, together with a tall, 
upright, military bearing and an impressive moustache earned him the 
apt student nickname of ‘Wing Commander Tustin’. He was a prolific 
researcher in the veterinary discipline having more than 60 scientific 
publications to his credit. Moreover, further studies in pathology were 
rewarded by a MMedVet (Path) degree by the Onderstepoort Faculty 
in 1977.

In his capacity as head of the Faculty’s Pathology Department, Prof 
Tustin was in charge of the development of plans for the envisaged 
new Pathology building on the campus of the Onderstepoort Faculty. 
In order to ensure the establishment of a state-of-the-art facility, he 
spent several weeks studying similar facilities at overseas veterinary 
faculties in Brazil, the USA, the United Kingdom and Israel, thus 
enabling him to develop an acceptable blueprint for this purpose. 
The result was the erection of the current well-designed Pathology 
building that was inaugurated in 1988.

Roy retired from the Faculty in 1990 at the age of 61 and was elected 
Emeritus Professor by the University of Pretoria. After retiring he 
lectured, on invitation, at the Koret School of Veterinary Medicine in 
Israel and participated in a botulism symposium in Brazil.

Prof Tustin’s excellence in English landed him with many editorial 
responsibilities. He succeeded Prof HPA de Boom as editor of the 
internationally rated Journal of the South African Veterinary Association 
in 1980 at the age of 51, in which capacity he served the South African 
Veterinary Association (SAVA) for 5 years. For this dedicated service 
to the veterinary profession, the SAVA showed its appreciation by 
awarding him its prestigious Boswell Award in 1985. 

He also served on the editorial committee of the first edition of the 
internationally recognised, prize-winning book entitled Infectious 
Diseases of Livestock, which consists of two very comprehensive 
volumes dealing mainly with animal diseases occurring in southern 
Africa and was published in 1994. It was a massive undertaking – the 
editors recruited a team of 197 scientists from 24 countries worldwide 
to contribute chapters on the infectious diseases in their particular 
field of expertise. The book won the Bill Venter literary award in 1996, 
an annual SA award, and the Malbrant-Feunten Prize in 1998, a French 
award.  On retirement in 1990 he accepted a temporary appointment in 
the Department of Veterinary Tropical Diseases of the Onderstepoort 
Faculty, his main assignment being editing the 2nd edition of this 
textbook, now consisting of three volumes and appearing in print 

EULOGY – ROYDEN CHARLES TUSTIN: 4 JUNE 1929 – 5 NOVEMBER 2019 
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in 2004, Prof Tustin featuring as co-editor with Prof JAW Coetzer. The 
new edition was fully revised and considerably expanded to include 
almost all the diseases of livestock that constitute a threat to livestock 
production worldwide. 

Prof Tustin also served as a member of Editorial Committee of the 
Onderstepoort Journal of Veterinary Research since 1986 until long after 
retiring. In 2003 Dr PH Bool of the Netherlands, whom he had met when 
he visited Onderstepoort in the early 1960s, requested he and I to assist 
with the translation from Dutch of a centenary book that was published 
in 2007 with the English title of Strictly scientific and practical sense. A 
century of the Central Veterinary Institute in the Netherlands 1904-2004. 

Roy married Gillian Kok 64 years ago on 16 November 1955 and the 
couple have three sons, one daughter and seven grandchildren. 
Charles, the eldest, is an industrial/organisational psychologist and 
emigrated to New Zealand. He is currently the Master of St Margaret’s 
College at the University of Otago in Dunedin. Richard emigrated to 
Australia where he is practising as an anatomical pathologist in Coffs 
Harbour on the east coast of Australia. Royden is an IT specialist living in 
Pretoria. Sally Anne, who has an honours degree in specialised nursing, 
and her husband emigrated to Auckland, New Zealand where she 
practises as a nurse. 

Roy had a remarkable knowledge of and keen interest in the natural 
environment, the Tustins spending many holidays in the Kruger 
National Park from the early 1960s where Roy was in his element in 
bringing the bush alive to his young family. When game was sparse and 
caused boredom and restlessness, he would stop the car and educate 
them about the flora, identifying trees and bushes and regaling them 
with interesting botanical characteristics; or he would point out the 
various species of grasses, stressing the importance of ‘sweetness’ in 
their selection for grazing by the antelopes and other grass-eating 
herbivores of the Park. He also introduced them to the birds of the Park, 
always abundant in the trees or veld.  The big Fever tree near the offices 
in Satara was singled out for preferential treatment because of a unique 
flowering parasitic plant to be seen growing, at times, on its radiating 
superficial roots, and the growth of the planted Baobab in the central 
area of the camp humorously photographically compared with that of 
his children every year.

Roy was also an accomplished hunter with rifle (especially with his 
colleague and early classmate, Dave Thornton in the Graaff Reinet 
area and Kalahari) and shotgun, which was German Shorthaired 
Pointer assisted. His hunting trips not only provided for an abundance 
of biltong plus a deep-freeze always full of venison, but also some 
exciting bushveld bird-hunting experiences for his sons and friends. He 
conquered Kilimanjaro at the age of 65 and his 27 hikes in the Fish River 
Canyon best illustrate his dedication to physical fitness.      

Roy and Gill moved to a retirement home in 2018 when it was clear that 
his health was deteriorating. As accomplished physiotherapist, Gill was 
able to keep him living happily at home with his beloved dog Bella until 
increasing weakness required more intensive care.  Finally, she devoted 
much time and energy to ensuring that his last months away from 
home were comfortable and endurable. He passed away peacefully on 
5 November 2019 in his 91st year. 

To Gill and her family, we offer our sincere condolences.   v

Rudolph Bigalke 

(friend and colleague of almost 7 decades)

30 November 2019
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Every January this song comes to mind and serves as a reminder that it is time 
to reflect and to project when it comes to business.  You can only feel good if 
you know who you are this moment and where you are going.

Businesses are not run by new year resolutions but rather planning, organising, 
activating and control processes. And businesses run by itself go one way only 
– down the tubes!!

The story goes that a certain USA astute and well-known businessman, JD 
Rockefeller went on a hunting trip and got lost.  Eventually he came across a 
trapper and as he came up to him the man asked, “Excuse me sir, who are you 
and where are you going?”

The businessman said, “I am Rockefeller and I don’t know the way, but I would 
like to get home in New York.” The trapper guided him through the woods 
to known roads that would take him home. After six months the trapper 
received a letter from the businessman, offering him a job and inviting him 
over. When he arrived at the Rockefeller Centre in New York he was given an 
office, on the top floor, next to the big boss, Mr Rockefeller. 

The trapper then asked the businessman what he is to do as there was only 
a desk with no papers or anything. Rockefeller answered that every morning 
he should come to his office and ask him “Excuse me sir, who are you and where 
are you going?”

This will help me, to plan, organise, activate and control my business on a daily 
basis and not get side-tracked by daily activities that may change my planned 
activities for my business.
The moral of the story is not to ramble along but to sit down and evaluate the 
performance of your business thus far and plan the way forward. 

It is called STRATEGIC PLANNING (“Bosberaad” for the Baby boomers).

A summary of points to address at the meeting is suggested by VetPartners* 
and they are the following (we published this list at the beginning of 2019, 
and repeat it here, as it is a good idea to reflect at the beginning of each year!

Every practice should: 

• Create, communicate and regularly review with all staff the 
practice’s vision, mission, and core values

• Create and annually update the practice’s 3-5-year operational plan, 
including goals and tactics

• Regularly perform a practice valuation for management and exit 
planning purposes

FINANCE & ACCOUNTING

Every practice should:

• Follow a budget to help guide financial and operational decisions and 
plan for equipment purchase/replacement

• Routinely monitor cash flow 
• Review financial statements and metrics monthly
• Assess true operating profitability at least annually

LAW AND ETHICS

Every practice should: 

• Ensure practice owners, employees and contractors follow local 
ordinances, 

• Clearly communicate and enforce legally compliant confidentiality 
and privacy policies 

• Adhere to the principles of veterinary medical ethics 

HUMAN RESOURCES

Every practice should: 

• Provide employees with a clear description of their job duties and 
responsibilities including their reporting relationships 

• Create and update an employee manual containing all workplace 
policies and provide to all employees with receipt acknowledged; 
legal review is essential 

• Regularly provide coaching, training, continuing education, and 
mentoring to the practice’s team members 

• Have a consistent and unbiased system for providing all employees 
with performance feedback and opportunities for growth 

• Utilise a disciplinary process to accurately communicate and 
document poor performance, counsel the employee, and if necessary, 
terminate employment

MANAGEMENT

Every practice should:

• Have an effective management team with proper training and 
experience as well as the authority to achieve practice objectives

• Proactively use attorneys, accountants, and other advisors and 
consultants for the betterment of the practice

VETERINARY BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Dr Robin Linde 
BSc, BVSc, Cert Business Management (Potch)
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Dr Robin Linde 
BSc, BVSc, Cert Business Management (Potch)

• Establish standard operating procedures that address all aspects of 
business management

OPERATIONS

Practice Team – Every practice should:

• Ensure effective and efficient workflow through proper employee 
scheduling, training, and performance monitoring

• Have effective inter- and intra- department communications

Clients and Patients – Every practice should:

• Effectively communicate with clients in a timely manner, using a 
method and frequency that the clients prefer

• Schedule patients in a manner that allows appropriate time for 
patient care, client communication and promotes practice efficiency

• Create an environment that minimizes client and patient stress 
• Provide and discuss medical care recommendations and estimates 

with all clients; obtain client consent for agreed upon services
• Consider offering alternative payment options such as pet insurance, 

pet wellness plans, and medical payment cards
• Forward book appointments, ensuring that no client leaves the 

practice without having an appointment for the next visit.

Facilities and Equipment – Every practice should: 

• Keep the facility clean, safe, and odour-free 
• Purchase and maintain the equipment necessary to deliver the level 

of care provided

Inventory – Every practice should: 

• Maintain inventory at the lowest quantity level to meet the practice’s 
needs using strong inventory control, positive vendor relationships 
and appropriate product selection 

• Store, use, and dispose of all drugs, supplies, biologicals, and 
controlled substances in an appropriate and legally compliant 
manner 

Risk – Every practice should: 

• Regularly assess and mitigate risks to the business (competitive and 
operational) 

• Maintain proper and adequate insurance 

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS

Every practice should:

• Create and follow a marketing plan consistent with its brand and 
culture that attracts and retains its ideal client 

• Confidently communicate the value of the service provided in a 
manner that supports the fees charged

• Have an attractive facility with a clearly visible sign that reflects its 
brand and culture

• Have a current, engaging, mobile-optimised website that is a robust 
educational resource for pet owners

• Participate in and promote community outreach programs

MEDICAL MANAGEMENT

Every practice should:

• Have agreed-upon preventive healthcare protocols and ensure all 
practice team members support and promote those protocols for all 
patients at every visit 

• Establish and follow well-communicated medical guidelines for ill or 
injured animals

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Every practice should: 

•	 Assess and regularly update the practice’s information 
technology needs including practice information management 
software, accounting software, telecom infrastructure, and 
others as needed 

•	 Perform timely hardware and software updates, maintenance, 
and backups 

•	 Establish, review and maintain system security of all practice 
technology

Once you have completed this exercise, you should have confidence in 
yourself and knowing where you want to take your practice during the 
year 2020.

Just beware of the “curve balls” life throws at you!!

Otherwise - Don’t worry, be happy!! v

* For the full report, go to 
Veterinary Practice Management Essentials

VetPartners
https://1fhivcvvu5m2qa2i427xyuc1-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/
uploads/2018/11/VPME_2017.pdf   

The Veterinary Practice Managers Association (VPMA-SA) has been formed to address the needs of those 
who have the responsibility of managing a veterinary practice. Our mission is to:

• Enhance the practice managers’ profession                                                                                      
• Provide opportunities for career development by presenting a certificate course in Veterinary 

  Business Management online
• Promote best practice in veterinary practice management
• Develop a community of like-minded individuals sharing ideas

This is for veterinarians, office managers, practice managers, consultants and anyone interested or involved in practice management

  +27(0) 82 075 4111  www.vpma-sa.org.za  robin@vpma-sa.org.za 

Veterinary Business Management
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In this month’s instalment we will start looking at communication issues 
that may potentially develop in any circumstance or social relationship. 
It can be easy for individuals to misunderstand or misinterpret others and 
these misunderstandings may lead to arguments or tension in relationships. 
In some instances, conflicts may arise, and these conflicts can make 
communication even more challenging.

TYPES OF COMMUNICATION ISSUES

In some cases, difficulties may develop as a result of different cultural 
background or personal experiences. Because communication styles often 
differ vastly between cultures, a person may be able to say the same thing 
to two individuals who belong to different cultures and be interpreted 
in two completely different ways. Individuals communicating in their 
native language to non-native speakers and individuals communicating 
in a language other than their native language may also find it difficult to 
understand or interpret certain subtleties or nuances that native speakers 
of the language may readily pick up on. This type of issue may lead to 
confusion or conflict or in some cases be interpreted as rudeness, when 
none was intended. Further, because of cultural differences, an issue that is a 
communication problem to an individual from one culture may not be found 
problematic in the least by an individual from another culture. The simplest 
thing to do when you recognize this is happening, is to ask the other 
party if your interpretation of what they said was correct and if not, ask 
more questions until there is a clear understanding. 

Culture can impact meaningful communication in three primary ways:

Cognitive constraints can be seen in communicating parties who do not 
share similar world views and have dissimilar frames of reference. Example: 
South African society is quite liberal, as gay marriage was legalised in 2006 
nationwide and everyone’s rights are protected under the constitution. In 
some more rural areas conservative ideas still hold sway though.

Behavioural constraints are differences in verbal and nonverbal actions. For 
example, while it is acceptable to look into the eyes of an authority figure 
while communicating in some cultures, individuals from other cultures may 
find this behaviour to be unacceptable. Example: As South Africa was a British 
colony (1806-1910), many elements of British social etiquette and customs 
were taken on, such as the custom of afternoon tea. Eating with a knife and 
fork is the norm, except at some traditional African eating occasions where 
eating meals with the right hand is the norm. It is an insult to leave food on 
the plate and some may look oddly on a staunch vegetarian, because of the 
large role meat plays in South African cuisine. 

Emotional constraints describe differences in the expression of feelings 
and emotions. Those from a particular cultural background may display their 
feelings quite openly, while individuals from another culture may exercise 
rigid control over their emotions. Example: South Africans usually express 
affection very openly so friendly shaking of hands and slaps on the back are 
commonplace.

COMMUNICATION STYLES

The four major communication styles – assertive, aggressive, passive, and 
passive-aggressive – are each characterised by specific language, behaviours, 
and effects. Being able to identify the major communication styles is likely 
to be helpful in the process of recognising the styles used in one’s personal 
relationships, which can help an individual become better able to make 
the adjustments needed to facilitate the growth and development of all 
relationships. 

Assertive: Likely to be clear, direct, and honest about thoughts and 
emotions, ensuring that feelings are expressed in appropriate ways; they 
value and stand up for their personal rights while being careful not to violate 
the rights of other individuals. A person who communicates assertively may 
believe or make statements to the effect of, “We are both equally entitled to 
our opinion.” Assertive communication is a recommended communication 
style that is both healthy and effective. 

Aggressive: Also, clear and direct expression of feelings, this expression 
can occur in an inappropriate manner that may violate the rights of others; 
however, sometimes used to get people to pay attention. Aggressive 
communication may be characterised by statements or beliefs to the effect 
of, “I will get my way regardless of the consequences.”

Influential  Life Coaching
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Dr Mats Abatzidis
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When a year comes to an end, we often sit 
with disappointment. Another year went by 
and you still have not achieved your goals. The 
gym contract remains unused. You have not 
started your own business yet and you have 
2000 unread emails now (last year Christmas 
time it was only 1000).  

Perhaps at the end of 2019 you felt like the 
things you hoped and trusted for just did not 
come to pass. 

Before you knew it, another year just flew 
by and nothing really changed in your 
circumstances. Experiencing some of these 
disappointments myself, I decided on only 
two things to pursue in 2020. 

Joy and creativity. 

Now I do not mean that I will have a weekly 
art class paired with a glass of wine and friends 
who join in… although that does sound 
amazing. The words carry a deeper meaning. 

I had the privilege to be away on what I can call 
a bit of a pilgrimage at the end of 2019. Amidst 
the quiet reflection times, the interaction, the 
different interesting people and cultures and 
wonderful moments in both man-made and 
natural wonders, I felt sad. I realised how my 
year was consumed by busyness, chasing 
winds, managing life, working, driving around, 
buying groceries, cleaning, etc. etc. etc. I 
realised how I did not slow down and just play, 
or laugh, or have fun, or celebrate enough 
at all. So, the impartation of the moment, 
the truth that I choose to pursue, is to be 
intentionally joyful. 

Even if I still must drive and buy and work 
and clean, I need to make it fun. I need the 
memories and laughter, and my loved ones 

around me need the best version of me. I 
decided that others cannot remember me as 
the one who is always tired, stressed or angry 
at everything and everyone. How I feel and 
how I am perceived is largely in my own hands. 
The second goal for my 2020 is creativity. 
Synonyms include innovation, originality, 
imagination. My own addition to this list will 
be doing things a little different. Throw your 
net in on the other side of the boat. Build a 
ramp if you cannot climb the mountain. 

Dare to chase the dream, and if it fails, dare a 
little more and try it again another way. It is 
so easy to look at all our lost wishes and heart 
desires and just give up and settle to struggle 
instead. Innovative ideas combined with hard 
work and a daring moment is very often the 
key to your new chapter. Even if it is not, you 
will learn a great deal in the process. And 
the cherry on top will be the realisation that 
creativity imparts so much joy. 

It is 2020. Already 20 years since the crazy 
moment we moved into a new millennium. 
Can you make sure at least that the next 
twenty years will be filled with chosen joy 
and boundless creativity? And remember, joy 
is not the absence of pain. It is rather creative 
sustenance amid it. 
 
Carien
(Carien Human is a psychologist in 
Johannesburg).   v

Vet's Health I Carien

Carien Human

Goals

Passive: Thoughts and feelings are generally not expressed openly/
honestly; experience difficulty realising or expressing personal opinions 
and desires, and in some cases, this can lead others to take advantage 
or violate an individual’s rights. A person who tends to communicate in 
a passive way may be more likely to be used by others and may think or 
say, “Everyone walks all over me.” 

Passive-aggressive: Express their thoughts and feelings in an unclear 
or confusing way; appear to be passive but later act out of anger in an 
indirect manner; often feel powerless, stuck, or resentful of their current 
circumstances, but they may be unable to address their circumstances 
directly.

VERBAL VS. NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION

Communication can take place via verbal (written or spoken words) 
or nonverbal (facial expressions, gestures, body language, posture, 
eye movements, and so on) means. These messages are related and 
when viewed together, provide a more holistic understanding of social 
interaction.

• A significant portion of communication can take place without 
words (up to 70%).

• Without body language, verbal communication is more easily 
misunderstood. 

Life Coaching <<< 26 • When a message is unclear, people tend to pay more attention to 
nonverbal cues.

NORMAL COMMUNICATION

Normal communication assumes that all people are inherently 
compassionate, and that violent tendencies (whether verbal or physical) 
are learned behaviours. 

The approach also posits that all humans share the same basic needs (six 
human needs discussed in VetNews in the April – August issues of 2016) and 
that while these needs are not conflicting, conflicts arise when strategies to 
meet basic needs clash. 

This type of communication aims to teach people to use language that is 
objective and report what they observe, feel, and need before making a 
request.

Reflective statements are often used to let people in therapy know that 
they are being understood and to help them clarify their own thoughts and 
words. A reflective statement tells the person what you believe that person 
has said and asks the person to confirm or correct that understanding. 

Using such statements may help to prevent major misunderstandings in 
most areas of life.

Next month, we will continue the series of articles looking at workplace 
issues.   v
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Phases of Tissue Repair 
– Relevance to Physical 

Rehabilitation Part 2
Tanya Grantham

As discussed in part 1, injury to tissue initiates a complex series of 
events, which involve cellular and biomechanical responses, and 
result in wound-healing. The stages are sequential and predictable.

1. Inflammatory Phase

Cellular phase 2 – 6 days

2. Reparative/Regenerative Phase 

5 days – 3 weeks, sometimes lasts for 6 weeks. Results in 
granulation tissue. 

3. Remodelling/Maturation Phase

Begins approximately day 21 after injury and continues 
for 60 days or longer. Important for tensile strength of the 
new tissue.

When treating joints, the following processes and structures are 
responsive to mechanical stimulation:

o Articular cartilage haemostasis and repair

o Synovial fluid formulation and flow

o Connective tissue supporting the joints

Joints are designed to be mobile and to work under repetitive, 
mechanical stress. As such, they are sensitive to immobility which 
results in atrophy of capsule, ligaments, synovial membrane 
and articular cartilage. Passive motion as soon as possible has 

a hugely positive effect in that it stimulates the synovial pump, 
helps to manage pain, reduce swelling, removes waste products 
and potentially damaging by-products whilst supplying nutrients. 
Frequent, regular therapeutic exercises are more effective in 
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improving joint mobility than free activity. Crating with controlled 
movement is better than immobilisation.

Injuries to muscle occur as a result of lacerations, contusions, 
ruptures, ischaemia and strains. A strain tends to occur close to 
the myotendinous junction. Muscle healing processes follow 
the same basic principles of tissue repair. The extent of the injury 
will determine the outcome of functional muscle fibre versus 
scar tissue. Partial tears have a better probability of returning to 
function and tensile strength. For the best result (optimum muscle 
fibre-healing to return to maximal function) mobility across the 
injury site should not begin until healing is well under way (late 
reparative/early remodelling phase). In this stage muscle fibres can 
be aligned parallel to action if appropriate stressors are allowed. 
Muscle regeneration is dependent on longitudinal dynamic muscle 
tension (stretching/muscle contraction). This promotes normal 
parallel alignment of myotubes to lines of stress and the connective 
tissue component is restored.

Bone is dynamic tissue. The collagen gives bone its tensile strength 
and visco-elastic property. The mineral deposition provides 
structural rigidity and enables bone to withstand compressive 
forces. Bone can adapt to forces according to Wolff’s Law. Longer 
immobilisation times translate into longer recovery times. Older 
animals may have less bone mass than younger ones, prior to 
immobilisation. Younger animals recover more quickly.

Initial rehabilitation during early immobilisation is aimed at maintaining 
joint range of movement, reducing pain and decreasing tissue 
inflammation. Safe, controlled mobility must be established to increase 
loading and thus callus formation. If, however, the load is too high then 
there is a drop in osteoid production. More is not always better.

From this brief overview it can be appreciated that a thorough 
understanding of basic tissue healing is imperative to successful physical 
rehabilitation practice. Further-more, an appreciation of the healing 
process in the different tissue types, as well as the understanding of 
mechanical stressors and how they affect tissue repair, will yield the best 
recovery possible. Finally, an awareness of the time frames of healing of 
the various tissues will also result in fewer complications and a strong, 
positive outcome.   v
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Exotic animal ophthalmology part 2
The rabbit nasolacrimal duct has a tortuous passage from the 
single ventral nasolacrimal punctum that becomes narrower as 
it passes from the lacrimal to the frontal bones and then passes 
very close to the molar tooth roots and across the incisor tooth 
root before exiting in the nasal mucosa near the external nares.

Epiphora

Epiphora is an overflow of tears. This is a harmless non-painful 
condition. Elongation of incisor roots will obstruct nasolacrimal 
drainage causing epiphora. This is not an infectious condition, 
but only a mechanical obstruction of the duct. Flushing the duct 
may be beneficial if the duct is only obstructed by a mucous plug. 
This is however seldom the case. The nasolacrimal punctum of 
the rabbit is single and can best be cannulated by an upward 
pressure on the lower lid using a 24 g cannula.

Dacryocystitis

The classic clinical signs of dacryocystitis is a purulent discharge 
from the nasolacrimal canaliculus. The discharge may vary from 
watery to the more classic profuse thick creamy white discharge. 
Upward pressure with a finger on the lower eyelid will expel a 
bead of pus from the nasolacrimal punctum. Thick discharge may 
lead to secondary corneal oedema or a corneal ulcer in the tissue 
adjacent to the duct. Diagnosis of dacryocystitis is generally 
simple given the pathognomonic signs of purulent discharge. 
Dacryocystorhinography can be very helpful in revealing the 
exact location of the duct occlusion and inflammation; in most 
cases, however, this is of academic interest. Long-term cure of this 
condition is difficult, and management may be the only option. 
Topical antibiotic on its own is not effective, as the duct is blocked 
with the purulent material and penetration down the duct is not 
possible with medication alone. 
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Flushing of the duct after cannulation of the single ventral punctum 
followed by frequent administration of topical antibiotics can have a 
short-term benefit.  

Regular flushing of the duct is advised by some, although in some 
stressed animals this frequent treatment may be more comprising 
to the rabbit’s welfare than is the condition itself. Enrofloxacin in 
drinking water at a dose of 5mg/kg may be beneficial in certain cases. 

Reference:
Ophthalmology of Exotic Pets, David L. Williams  v

Regulars I Ophthalmology column

Typical white discharge seen in dacryocystitis.
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Lameness is a well-recognised problem affecting dairy animals 
across the world, commonly leading to welfare concerns and 
economic implications.4 Several different aetiologies of lameness 
have been established; however it seems there are still areas that 
require further research. 

Broadly, there are both infectious pathogens and non-infectious 
factors that can lead to lameness. Non-infectious forms of lameness 
are often sole ulcers and white line disease.2 One of the infectious 
forms of lameness is digital dermatitis.2,3,5 

The exact aetiology of this highly infectious condition is still 
widely deliberated and success rates of treatment seem to 
vary considerably.5 Another infectious form of lameness is 
interdigital phlegmon or necrobacillosis, better known as foot-
rot.1,3,2 The two main bacteria that play a role in the development 
of interdigital phlegmon is Fusobacterium necrophorum and 
Dichelobacter nodosus.1 F.necrophorum is a normal inhabitant of 
the gastrointestinal system of animals, whereas D.nodosus can be 
found on the epidermis of the feet of cows where it may survive in 
wounds or on the hooves for up to two years.1 

Both are Gram-negative bacteria and they have a symbiotic 
relationship that favours each of their growth and survival.1 

As an example, the leukotoxin virulence factor of F.necrophorum 
hampers the immune system from tackling D.nodosus, which in 
turn releases enzymes that disrupts the feet tissues around the 
horn in such a way that it favours F.necrophorum.1 

Disease progression can be fast when it comes to foot-rot, therefore 
swift intervention is required.1 ExcedeTM contains ceftiofur, a third 
generation cephalosporin antibiotic, with bactericidal activity 
against a broad-spectrum of Gram-positive and Gram-negative 
pathogens. It is indicated for the treatment of bovine foot-rot 
associated with Fusobacterium necrophorum, Bacteroides spp., 
Prevotella spp., and Porphyromonas spp. in beef cattle, non-lactating 
and lactating dairy cattle. 

Following administration at the base of the ear, maximum 
concentrations in plasma are reached from 6 to 36 hours and 

plasma concentrations above 0,2 μg/ml are maintained for at least 
7 days. An additional advantage in dairy animals is that there is 
no milk withdrawal period after a single administration according 
to label instructions. Please read the package insert for further 
information, instructions and precautions.

Irrespective of the cause of lameness in an animal or herd, the 
general recommendations in terms of prevention and control are 
quite similar. When considering strategies for addressing and/
or preventing lameness, it is important to have knowledge of the 
several predisposing factors.

The cow’s environment plays a major role and can be the source 
of several predisposing factors. Rough concrete walkways, wet or 
muddy areas and long walks to the milking parlour can all play a 
role in the development of lameness.1,2,3 Laying down of rubber 
mats or non-slip surfaces on concrete areas will go a long way.1,2,3 

At one milking parlour, a relatively narrow rubber strip was laid 
down on a rough concrete surface and although the walkway was 
wide, the cows all preferred to walk in line on the rubber mat.2 Cows 
should be allowed to walk at their preferred pace, as rushing them 
along could lead to higher incidences of lameness.2

High temperatures and heat stress have numerous physiological 
consequences in cows and also alters their behaviour in ways that 
could predispose to lameness.1 Neglected or over-trimmed hooves 
may also predispose the development of lameness; therefore, 
hooves should be checked regularly.1,2,3 Bad conformation can also 
be a predisposing factor.2

Adequate and balanced nutrition to ensure animals are in a good 
body condition and to avoid rumen acidosis and deficiencies in 
trace elements and vitamins, is very important.1,2,3 Installing well-
designed foot baths that are checked and re-filled regularly, is also 
a very useful preventative measure.1,2,3

Stressful events or environments, including disease and/or 
metabolic disturbances, can lead to immunosuppression and an 
increase in the cow’s susceptibility to infections such as those that 
lead to foot-rot and eventual lameness.1 If possible, but especially if 

FOR ANIMALS. FOR HEALTH. FOR YOU.

Lameness in dairy cows
Dr Chantelle Erwee, Zoetis South Africa (Pty) Ltd, Technical Manager: Ruminants

Regulars I Zoetis pages
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the inciting cause is infectious in nature, separate affected animals 
as soon as possible.1

The incidence of lameness seems to be higher in high-producing 
cows as well as those in early lactation.1,2 The inherent periparturient 
immunosuppression, slower horn growth due to the repartitioning 
of nutrients to the milk, increased flexibility and movement of 
the pedal bone in the hoof as well as less time spent lying down 
around the calving period, can all increase the risk of developing 
lameness.2,3 

Heifers that are not used to concrete surfaces or walking long 
distances to the milking parlour should be integrated in advance, 
so that they are accustomed by the time they calve down.2 

It is clear from the above that approaching lameness is not a 
straight-forward or easy task by any means since it is a complex, 
multi-factorial problem with so many predisposing factors. 

Therefore, prevention remains better than cure and early detection 
and proactive interventions will help to reduce its incidence and/or 
progression. To diagnose, control and prevent the inciting factors, it 
is important to approach the problem holistically. 

Look at data and records, if available, to establish the incidence 
and trend on the farm and always perform a thorough clinical and 
physical examination of affected animals, as serious complications 
such as joint and even systemic involvement can occur.1,2   v    
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Dermatology Quiz I Questions

DERMATOLOGY

 Q I ZU
Dr Martin Briggs BSc, BVSc, MSc(Med), FRCVS
Registered Specialist in Veterinary Dermatology

See answers on page 39

Q

Q
uestions

A four-year-old male neutered domestic shorthair 

tom, ‘Raggy’, was presented with mild pruritus and 

seborrhoea (Figure 1). On parting the coat, small 

white ‘grains of sand’ were noted as well as erythema 

and crusting of the skin (Figure 2). 

1. List differential diagnoses.

2. What is the most likely diagnosis?

3. How would you manage this case?

1

2
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The 10th AFMA Forum themed ‘Explore today for a better 
tomorrow’, which will be held at The Sun City Convention 
Centre from 3 March to 5 March 2020, will bring together 
animal nutritionists, veterinarians, feed manufacturers, 
feed formulators and technical sales consultants from 
South Africa and further afield.

Attendees will learn from the cream of international and local experts 
who will be sharing their expertise on topics ranging from feed science 
and research to best practices for animal health and food safety.

Confirmed speakers include international experts from the USA, Germany, 
France, the Netherlands and Ireland. Local speakers drawn from all facets 
of the feed industry will add their views to what promises to be one of the 
most informative AFMA Forum events yet held in South Africa.

Benefits will not only be derived through the presentations, but also 
through the breakaway sessions, social events, and unique networking 
opportunities that have become major attractions at the AFMA Forum 
events. Adding to the appeal of the event will be an industry exhibition 
in the main conference venue that will bring attendees up to date on the 
latest developments and equipment available within one of agriculture’s 
most important sectors. 

Programme at a glance

Day one of the Forum programme will concentrate on exploring the overarching 
challenges facing the industry. These will include food security, sustainable 
animal production, public perception on animal products and antimicrobial free 
production.   

Day two will centre on finding ways of developing new approaches to nutrition 
as well as the emergence of health and digital tools to improve feed and farm 
production.  The launch of Africa’s first training feed mill will close the morning’s 
proceedings.  The afternoon session will feature sessions focused on sustainability, 
mineral nutrition, monogastric nutrition, and feed safety and technology.

Day three will be dedicated to data-driven animal production, ruminant nutrition, 
gut health and consumer perceptions.  The final plenary session themed ‘rising to 
the challenge’, will feature two keynote presentations focused on antimicrobial 
resistance stewardship and transitioning from conventional to antibiotic-free 
broiler production.  

Confirmed speakers are:

• Prof Barry Bradford, Department of Animal Sciences and Industry, Kansas 
State University, USA

• Dr Christos Antipatis, Group Strategic Marketing and Technology Director, 
Cargill Premix and Nutrition

• Mr Nicolas Martin, Sustainability Director, Ajinomoto Animal Nutrition EU
• Dr Michele De Marco, Global Scientific and Technical Manager, Adisseo 

France S.A.S.
• Dr Ing Matias Jansen, Product Manager Absorption Enhancers and Enzymes, 

Animal Nutrition and Health EMENA, Kemin 
• Dr Kurt Perryman, Poultry Technical Service Manager, Micronutrients 

International, USA
• Dr Mark Wilson, Research and Nutritional Services, Zinpro Corporation
• Mr Jannie Maritz, Director, Adlibio 
• Dr Henk Enting, Poultry Technology Director, Cargill Animal Nutrition
• Mr Gerardo Morantes, Animal Nutritionist & Food Safety expert, Bühler AG
• Dr Elke Schoeters, Research & Development Director Sub-Sahara Africa, 

Kemin
• Dr Mercedes Vazquez-Anon, Director, Animal Research, Novus International
• Mr Franz Waxenecker, Development and Innoation Director, Biomin Holding 

GmbH
• Dr Johann Fickler, VP Know-how, Services & Digitalization, Evonik Nutrition & 

Care, GmbH
• Dr Leon Marchal, Innovation director, DuPont Industrial Biosciences, 

Netherlands 
• Prof Finbar Mulligan, Associate Professor, School of Veterinary Medicine, 

University College, Dublin
• Dr Christophe Bostvironnois, Snr. Global Poultry Products Manager, ANH
• Mr Alex Turney, Area Director Oceania, Lallemand 
• Dr Pietro Celi, Senior Scientist, DSM 
• Dr Vaughn Holder, Research Director, Beef Nutrition, Kentucky

Another highlight is the Ruminant Formulation Workshop that will be 
taking place from 2 to 6 March 2020.

You can register to attend the full AFMA Forum or opt to attend only the 
day(s) of your choice. Registration at our standard rate is available until  
31 December 2019.  Please register soonest to secure your seat!

For programme details and to register, visit the AFMA 
Forum 2020 website at www.afmaforum.co.za 

Dr. Kurt Perryman Mr. Jannie Maritz Dr. Christophe BostvironnoisProf. Barry Bradford Dr. Vaughn HolderDr. Mark Wilson
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Story

“What is this”? I wondered as I reached for the registered letter among my 
post. No emails in those days and a registered letter grabbed my attention 
at once. I picked up the envelope and saw that it came from the Veterinary 
Board. “Why would they send me a registered letter”, I mused as I tore it open? 
The colour drained from my face and drops of sweat beaded on my forehead. 
“There has been a charge of supersession laid against you. A copy of the letter 
with the charge included. Would you please answer the charge at your earliest 
convenience?”

Having grown up in a home with a stern father who expected unquestioning 
obedience and then attending a boarding school where there were umpteen 
rules, enforced by the caning of transgressors, I had a healthy respect for the 
law, including the rules of ethical conduct of our profession.

But let me go back to the beginning of this story so that you, dear reader, may 
somehow experience the indignation and discomfort that I felt at the time. 
When I qualified, the law governing the registration of veterinarians had only 
been promulgated some 25 years before. When the law was drawn up there 
were a few “colleagues” working in SA who had no formal qualifications. They 
mostly had served as sort of apprentices and learned the art of treating animals 
that way. The first graduates from Onderstepoort were very much still around, 
several of whom were my lecturers.

As the law was drawn up it was decided that it would be unfair to remove 
the livelihood from fellows who had worked as veterinarians for some time, 
simply because they had no formal training. So, there was special provision 
made to accommodate people like that, allowing them a special dispensation 
to practice and work as veterinarians. One such a fellow was Dr O’Dowd who 
served as a racecourse vet, along with three colleagues from our practice, at 
every race event. As a young vet I heard stories of the strange actions of Dr 
Danie* (not his real name) who was working in various places in the Westcoast 
and Swartland. This suddenly came closer home to me while I was visiting my 

weekly branch practice in Bredasdorp, when I was informed that a Dr Danie 
had opened a practice in Napier, some 15 Km from Bredasdorp. Over the next 
few months I was confronted, much to my embarrassment, with a number 
of rather weird stories, which were told to me, sometimes with amusement 
and sometimes with intense aggravation, of actions and behaviours of this 
colleague, whom I was yet to meet.

After about 3 months I discovered that Dr Danie had now moved to Bredasdorp 
and set up practice there. I still had not met him. Around that time the 
neighbouring practice in Caledon placed a colleague full-time in Bredasdorp, 
so I closed my branch practice there and opened one in Heidelberg, on the 
other side of Swellendam, on the way to Mossel Bay, because our colleague 
who practised in Riversdale, a few km’s further down the line, had closed his 
practice and left. 

Not too long after that I heard that Dr Danie had now moved to Heidelberg and 
opened a practice there. I had still not met this wandering colleague who now 
seemed to be following me. And the stories I heard multiplied, although it did 
not seem to be affecting the volume of work I was doing.

According to the accounts I received, it appeared that Dr Danie could not really 
afford any veterinary drugs and so his standard approach, on being called to a 
sick cow could basically be summed up as follows: On arriving at the farm he 
would assess the condition of the patient. During the course of his examination 
he would determine what drugs the farmer had available. 

As hypocalcaemia was prevalent many farmers kept Calcium borogluconate in 
case of emergencies. Dr Danie would then basically make one of three choices. 
If he felt that the animal had hypocalcaemia or any other condition for which 
the farmer may have a remedy, he would then administer the relevant drug, 
as supplied. If there was no treatment available and Dr Danie felt the cow had 
a reasonable chance of recovery, without treatment, he would explain to the 
farmer that any treatment would be most harmful and therefore he should do 
nothing, yet he should not worry because the patient would definitely recover.

Recollections 28:  
The sad case of Dr Danie de W* 

(Not his real name)
 Ian du Toit
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Finally, if he felt that the animal would probably die if it was not treated, he 
would suggest immediate euthanasia, “to save the animal from suffering”. 
He would then assist in the process and try and benefit from it. One farmer 
gave a graphic description of Dr Danie sitting on a rock waiting for the cow 
to be slaughtered so that he could take a hind-leg home. I heard these and 
similar stories so often from various sources that there must have been 
much truth in them.

Then some six months later I received a call from Dr Danie asking me if he 
could come and see me. Up to then I had not met him, even though he had 
been working around in my area for about two years. I didn’t know what to 
expect, while I waited for him to come, feeling a little apprehensive. What on 
earth would he want to speak to me about?

Finally, he arrived, a small swarthy man, with a rather apologetic manner. 
I invited him in and over a cup of coffee he produced a request. My heart 
broke for him as he explained his situation. The humiliation he must have 
felt to drive him to the desperate level of coming to me with his hat in his 
hand. Basically, he complained that he, inexplicably was having the same 
experience wherever he set up practice. He explained that every time he 
opened a new practice there would be ample work initially. However, after 
about three months the work would suddenly, dry up and he would be left 
in the position where he would have to move on.

“So” he continued, “I have seen that you seem to have many satisfied clients 
among the farmers. Wouldn’t you be prepared to pass some cases along to 
me, so that I can also make a living and feed my family?” 

I was mortified. There was no way I could let him loose on any of my clients 
with all the stories I had heard about him. Yet I had always had a respect for 
the elders in our profession, so how could I refuse? I honestly can’t remember 
what I said to him that afternoon. However, I managed to ward him off 
somehow and spent a sleepless night at the thought of his “predicament”.

A few months after this incident 
I heard that he had moved to 
Riversdale, a larger town than 
Heidelberg and now without a 
vet, as I mentioned earlier. In the 
meantime, my practice spread 
as farmers in that district started 
using me as well. Sometime later 
I was busy dehorning a whole 
herd of Jersey’s on a farm on the 
Riversdale/Heidelberg Vlakte. 
This was a large very flat area 
extending 40 or 50 km towards 
the Breede River. I remember that 

day well as I had an attack of hypoglycaemia while I was dehorning the 
cows. I was prone to these attacks which would come suddenly, starting 
with a dry mouth and a feeling of weakness, an inability to concentrate 
and often a bit blurred vision. The main symptom was an intense hunger. 
I would be able to eat anything as my body instinctively tried to raise the 
blood sugar level.

In the midst of the attack the farmer’s wife appeared carrying a tray of 
steaming mugs of coffee and bless her, a whole bowl of bran rusks. Calling 
a halt for a break I tucked into the bran rusks, probably eating about 5. 

Some half an hour later the rusks were slowly swelling and after a few 
minutes I had the feeling that I must look like a 6 months pregnant lady. 

To add to the discomfort, I had to operate the dehorning iron by pressing 
it against my now swollen abdomen as I snipped each horn off at its base.

Amidst all the activity, I heard a commotion as two vehicles stopped outside 
the stable. I was called outside and met Dr Danie and a neighbouring farmer 
who stepped forward and introduced himself as Johan Uys. 

Tall and broad shouldered the sun caught a glint of gold in his blond hair as 
he doffed his large hat. Dr Danie started speaking immediately, indicating 
to me that he had been treating a bull on Mr Uys’ farm, Kluitjieskraal, some 3 
km away and it didn’t seem to be getting better and would I come and give 
a second opinion?

So, I found myself pulling up at a rather well-kept farmyard with large sheds 
some 2 hours later. The two men were there to meet me. I tried to get a 
history from Dr Danie, before examining the bull. It had been sick a few 
days and yes, he had taken a blood smear  which turned out to be negative 
and yes, he had treated the bull with Oxytetracycline iv. Before I went to 
examine the bull, which turned out to be a magnificent stud Charolais, Dr 
Danie walked off towards the stable and Johan Uys leaned in closer to me 
as I was collected my tools from my car and vigorously muttered “Dr Danie 
is lying. He never took a blood smear and any drugs he administered he got 
from me and I don’t have any of that stuff you mentioned”.

As I examined the bull it soon became 
clear to me that it had Anaplasmosis, 
which had progressed quite far. 

As diplomatically as possible I 
explained to Dr Danie that I felt we 
should “repeat” the oxytetracycline 
treatment he had given, and I took a 
blood smear to confirm my diagnosis 
which I would examine back at my 
surgery. 

Giving some supportive treatment 
and follow-up instructions I left for 
home about 80 km away.

Seeing that about 30 km of that was gravel road it took me close to an hour 
to get home. As I walked into my surgery the phone was ringing. He must 
have worked out how long it would take me to get home as Johan Uys’ voice 
came to me on the line when I picked up the phone.

“Doc I’m terribly sorry to do this to you but I have another cow that is sick, 
and I didn’t want to mention it in front of Dr Danie. Would you please come 
back to the farm and treat her as well for me?” Wow, another 160 km back 
and forth  on the same road? But I understood his problem and agreed to 
go. The cow turned out to also have Anaplasmosis and both patients made 
a good recovery over time.

Dr Danie, however had heard via the grape-vine that I had been back to 
the farm and assumed I had gone back to treat the bull. Hence his formal 
complaint of supersession to the board. 

The charge really shook me, although I knew I was innocent, but after a visit 
to our SAVA chairman in Cape Town and a letter of explanation to the board, 
I received a copy of the reply they had sent to Dr Danie, in which they took 
him to task as a senior member of the profession for wasting their time.

Slowly the stories about Dr Danie dried up and I later heard he and his family 
were being supported by the welfare arm of the DR Church in Riversdale. 

This period of time has often come back to me and I have found myself 
wondering how we as a profession, would treat a similar case in the 21st 
century.   v
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Almost everyone in the veterinary fraternity has heard 
of Arnold Theiler and may know a lot about this major 
figure who so firmly established the regard in which 
our profession is held today. Fewer may have heard of 
his illustrious son Max, who went on to become the first 
African-born Nobel laureate. He earned a Nobel Prize 
for Physiology or Medicine in 1951 for his work into 
establishing the viral cause of yellow fever in humans and 
developing a vaccine, thereby paving the way for effective 
control and preventive measures. 

Even fewer may know about Arnold’s elder son, Hans, 
who followed in his father’s footsteps and qualified as a 
veterinarian at the Royal College in London but was sickly 
and undistinguished and died early in 1947. 

Arnold’s daughters were both great achievers – Margaret 
excelled at sport and represented South Africa in hockey; 
she was also an excellent teacher and coach. The younger 
daughter Gertrud became an internationally respected 
parasitologist and worked in various places and finally at 
Onderstepoort until her retirement.

Then there was Alfred, Arnold’s younger brother who 
remained in Switzerland and was often the go-between 
for European contacts. But what of Franz? Those interested 
in veterinary history will know that Arnold’s father was 
called Franz, but until this was revealed by recent internet 
searches for the birth, marriage and death information 
about Arnold Theiler, nobody was aware that Arnold’s 
first name was in fact also Franz. This is confirmed in his 
certificates, in the registration of the births of his children 
and of his death, as well as in the records of his birthplace, 
the town of Frick in Switzerland.

Why did Arnold not use his first name? 

Possibly to distinguish himself from his father, or possibly 
it was a family or personal preference. There are many 
examples of people who choose to use their second 
names in preference to their first given names. 

Whatever the reason, ‘Franz Theiler’ as a name just does 
not have the cachet and gravitas of ‘Arnold Theiler’ in the 
world of veterinary science.

HAVE YOU EVER 
HEARD OF FRANZ 

THEILER?
DID
YOU
KNOW? Contributors: David Swanepoel, 

Rudolph Bigalke, Anne and Gareth 
Bath (Veterinary History Society)

Theiler in 1923

V
National Veterinary Clinicians Group 

A Group of the SAVA

Untitled-2   1 2014/09/01   3:06 PM

National Veterinary Clinicians Group Congress
Continued Professional Development

02 & 03 March Cape Town - Hazendal Wine Estate, Stellenbosch
04 & 05 March Johannesburg - Premier Hotel, Midrand
06 & 07 March Umhlanga - The Capital Pearls

Soft Tissue Surgery

Howie Seim DVM DACVS
Colorado State University

Howie Seim graduated from Washington State University, completed an internship in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan Canada, and a surgical residency at 
the Animal Medical Center in New York City. He obtained Diplomate status in the American College of Veterinary Surgeons in 1983. He is currently 
on the surgical staff at Colorado State University. He was recipient of the Merck AGVET Award for Creative Teaching, the CSU Award for Instructional 
Innovation and selected as the North American Veterinary Conference’s Small Animal Speaker of the Year in 2009. Dr Seim is founder of VideoVet a 
Veterinary Surgery Continuing Education video series: videovet.org

Ross Palmer DVM, MS, DACVS
Colorado State University

Dr. Palmer, a native of Kansas, received his BS and DVM degrees from Kansas State University. He completed an internship at The Animal Medical 
Center in New York City and received his small animal surgical residency training and an MS degree (Physiology) from the University of Georgia. He 
is a Diplomate of the American College of Veterinary Surgeons. His veterinary career has spanned both academics (Texas A&M and Colorado State 
University) and private specialty practice (Silicon Valley/Monterey Bay region of California) as a staff surgeon and practice owner. Ross is Professor 
of Orthopedic Surgery at Colorado State University.  He is the author of multiple journal articles and book chapters on orthopedic topics. He is a board 
member of the North American Veterinary Conference and past member of the board of the Veterinary Orthopedic Society and editorial board of the 
Veterinary Surgery Journal.

Register: www.bit.ly/nvcg-surgery
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www.vetlink.co.za
support@vetlink.co.za 

012 346 1590
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Dermatology Quiz I Answers

DERMATOLOGY 

A
nsw

ers

Q I ZU
1. Allergic skin disease (contact, atopic),  

 ectoparasite infestations (e.g. mites,  

 fleas, lice).

        2. Louse infestation.

        3. Ectoparasiticides.

DISCUSSION

Lice remain on the surface of the skin and are often 
visible to the naked eye. Lice are small, wingless 
parasitic host-specific insects and infestation is known as 
pediculosis1. 

Small white ‘specks’ found on a pruritic pet should be 
examined with a magnifying glass and can definitely be 
identified microscopically. A biting, or chewing, louse, 
Felicola substrata (Figure 3), as was found on Raggy. 

The two lice involved in pediculosis of dogs are the biting 
(or ‘chewing’) louse, Trichodectes canis and the sucking 
louse, Linognathus setosus. Trichodectes canis, also 
known as canine chewing louse, is a chewing louse found 
on domesticated dogs and wild canids throughout the 
world. 

T. canis is a well-known vector for the dog tapeworm, 
Dipylidium caninum. T. canis usually does not present 
any major problems to the host, however, can be very 
irritating in heavy infestations. 

Almost all domestic birds are hosts for at least one 
species of bird louse and the author has found chewing 
lice in abundance in the feathers of Egyptian geese. 

Lice are elongated parasites readily distinguishable 
microscopically by the shape of the head. The head of the 
biting louse is much broader (as one would expect) to 
accommodate the larger jaws. 

Adult lice have stout legs, and claws which are adapted to 
clinging tightly to hair, fur and feathers. 

They feed on blood, lymph and inflammatory 
exudate (Linognathus spp) and scale, debris, hair and 
inflammatory exudate (Trichodectes and Felicola spp). 

The females lay eggs (nits) about 1 mm long which are 
cemented to hairs. Louse infestation is rare but becoming 
more common especially in Western Europe due to 
increased populations of this parasite.

Lice are susceptible to most ectoparasiticides, including 
fipronil, macrocyclic lactones (e.g. selamectin), as well as 
organophosphates, carbamates, and pyrethroids2. 

However, since the eggs are relatively resistant to most 
insecticides, repeated treatments to kill recently hatched 
parasites is recommended1. 

Attention should be given to the nutritional status and 
general cleanliness of the pet and its environment as well 
as access to outdoors (lice are photophobic). Trichodectes 
is important as a vector of the common cat and dog 
tapeworm, Dipylidium caninum. 

Maintaining a well-fed pet with a dry, well-aerated coat 
in a clean environment assists in prevention of re-
infestation.

REFERENCES

1. Curtis CF. 2012. Ectoparasites   BSAVA Manual of Canine 
and feline Dermatology 3rd edn 153-163

2. Taylor MA, Coop RL, Wall RL. 2007. Parasites of dogs 
and cats. In: Veterinary Parasitology 3rd edn Blackwell 
Publishing Pp 438-439
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SPECIALIST REFERRAL 
HOSPITAL
• Open 24 Hours

• General and Referral Practice
• Emergency and Critical-care Facility

• Overnight Hospitalisation with Veterinary 
supervision

• Telephone (011) 706-6023 (All Hours)
6 Ballyclare Drive, Bryanston

email: bvh@global.co.za
web: bryanstonvet.co.za

Marketplace

tel: (012) 348-4071
e-mail: otomys@mweb.co.za

Website: www.microvet.co.za
Powered by Otomys Software Solutions

Many practices feel the pinch and some have 
to pinch and scrape to make ends meet. 
Statistics show that one in four practices are 
being pinched from. The stock 
control tools in Microvet 
can show you where 
the shoe pinches 
and help you 
to make the 
shoe fit. 

Let Microvet become your pinch hitter

CONTROL

DIY
STOCK 

MTE 
ENGINEERING 

• Medical Gas Installations 
• Servicing of Vaporizers 

Calibration Test and Test 
Certificates given with all 
services.

• Basic and Major Services to 
Anaesthetic Machines.

• Anaesthetic Machines built to 
specifications 
A)  Tatum Trolley
B)  Tatum Desk Top
C)  Tatum Wall Mounted 

• Conversions of Vaporizers 
from Halothane to ISO to 
Sevoflurane 

• MTE Scavenging systems

Contact: Janet Viljoen 

072 112 3757

Email: 
janetmaryv5@gmail.com

Email:
mteeng@mtnlaoded.co.za 

The Ultimate package for Veterinary
Allergy Management and Therapy

67 individual REGIONAL ALLERGENS

A FOOD PANEL (24 ingredients) can be
included in the package

Due to NEW advancements in
technology, this test provides optimal:

REPRODUCIBILITY
SPECIFICITY
SENSITIVITY

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

CONTACT
Orange Grove

Veterinary Hospital,
Telephone:

011 728-1371
email:

spectrum@ogvh.co.za

www.orangegrovevet.co.za

Cnr Witkoppen Road and The Straight, Pineslopes, Fourways, Gauteng
Tel: 011 705 3411   email: info@fourwaysvet.co.za

4  24-hour veterinary and nursing care
4  Dedicated ICU facility with 24-hour ICU staff
4  Surgical and medicine specialists
4  Access to an anaesthetic specialist
4  Overnight veterinary and nursing care for 
 compromised patients
4  Commitment to patient referral back to referring vet
4  In-house MRI and C-arm facility
4  Telephonic or electronic specialist assistance 
 for veterinarians
4  Holter Monitoring

Ensuring uncompromising care 
for your patients
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Marketplace 

One-man 
practice for sale 

on the South 
Coast, KZN. 

Owner 
relocating. 

See our website 
for more 

information: 
http://bit.y/2GBm7eF

“The South African Veterinary Association aims 

to serve its members and to further the status and 

image of the veterinarian.

We are committed to upholding the highest 

professional and scientific standards, and to 

utilizing the professional knowledge, skill and 

resources of our members, to foster close ties with 

the community and thus promote the health and 

welfare of animals and mankind”.

MISSION STATEMENT

TEL: 012 346 1150   I   E-MAIL: VETHOUSE@SAVA.CO.ZA   I   WWW.SAVA.CO.ZA

Servicing and enhancing the 
veterinary community since 1920

Mission Statement FINAL.indd   1 27/05/2019   10:16:18
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Join Medivet’s state-of-the-art 24-hour hospital in 
Wokingham and lead the team in providing 
round-the-clock medical and surgical care. You’ll 
work alongside an orthopaedic certificate holder and 
an experienced ultrasonographer to develop your 
skills and deliver exceptional care.

You’ll ideally have two to three years’ experience in 
small animal practice with a client-orientated  
approach, excellent communication skills and a  
drive to excel in your field.

Email your CV to Nicola at  
vetrecruitment@medivet.co.uk.

Veterinary Surgeon  
and Night Vet,  
Wokingham, UK

Small Animal Surgical Internship positions 
available for 2020 in Western Cape, South Africa

New grad or recently qualified veterinarian? Interested in learning about 
all aspects of small animal practice? Vetscape Referral Hospital has a large, 
variable surgical case load of companion animal patients, and is the ideal 
place to learn the essential skills as a newly qualified veterinarian with a 

surgical interest. Great opportunity to learn from a specialist in small animal 
surgery in a private practice setting. 

2 positions available beginning 1 January 2020 for a 12 month position
Interviews will be held in person either in Pretoria or Paarl.  Alternatively 

Skype interviews will be arranged. Please send all applications including a 
current CV, letter of motivation and at least two reference letters before the 

01 December 2019. 

Applications to: Jane Miller 
jane@vetscape.co.za or for queries 021 867 0700 

Duties: Treatment and ICU care of hospital patients, including post-op 
care, anaesthesia for elective and emergency surgeries, surgical assistance, 

general assistance with diagnostics and case work ups and afterhours 
duties. 

Intern program will include in depth case rounds, academic journal 
discussions and practical surgical training

Accommodation provided
Visit us on Facebook @Vetscape

Visit our website www.vetscape.co.za

Equine Intern positions available for 2020 in 
Western Cape, South Africa

New grad or recently qualified veterinarian? Interested in learning about 
all aspects of equine practice? Vetscape Referrals Equine Hospital has a 

large, variable case load of equine patients, and is the ideal place to learn 
the essential skills as a newly qualified equine veterinarian

2 positions available beginning 1 March 2020, 4 positions available 
beginning 1 July 2020

Interviews will be held via Skype, please send all applications including a 
current CV, letter of motivation and at least two reference letters before 

the 15 December 2019. 

Applications to: Dr Pia Randleff-Rasmussen at pia@vetscape.co.za or 
for queries 021 867 0700 or 0790369231

Duties: Treatment and ICU care of hospital patients, including Dummy 
foals, colics, post-op care, medical cases, Anaesthesia for elective and 

emergency surgeries, Surgical assistance, General assistance with case 
work ups, Opportunities to go on ambulatory and reproductive calls with 

the ambulatory vets
Rotations: Surgery, Medicine, Anaesthesia, Critical care and Diagnostic 

imaging

Accommodation provided
Visit us on Facebook @Vetscape

Visit our website www.vetscape.co.za

 

TEARS 
Animal Rescue 
– Cape Town, 
requires a full 

time Resident Vet.

Competitive 
salary.  

Animal Welfare 
experience an 

advantage.

Email CV:  
mandy@tears.org.za
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VETERINARIAN / VEEARTS

QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA
Full-time veterinarian with 2+ 

years’ experience for mainly small-
animal practice to join our friendly, 

supportive team of vets and nurses at 
Maryborough Veterinary Surgery, only 
three hour’s drive from Brisbane and 30 
min drive to ferry to the famous Fraser 
Island. We offer a full range of medical, 

surgical and diagnostic services. 
Assistance with sponsorship and 

visa can be arranged if required.  An 
opportunity for partnership/ownership 

exists for the right candidate. Please 
send your resume to 

goddyfam@bigpond.com Ref19OC06
_______________________________

AUSTRALIA
Thinking about moving to Australia? 

This practice is offering a salary 
package of up to AUD$149,000pa 

(R 1 500 000) for an experienced vet. A 
work permit (sponsorship) is available. 
This 100% small-animal role is available 

at a multi-vet practice located in the 
beautiful Northern Territory. It is close 
to national parks, where bush-walks, 

camping, fishing and horse riding 
are all on the doorstep. For further 
information please contact Denise 

Pernich at Vetlink Employment Service. 
Email: denise@vetlink.com.au. Call/
text on WhatsApp: +61452 425 994 

Website: www.vetlink.com.au. Vetlink is 
a free service to job seekers. Ref19NV08
_______________________________

NEW ZEALAND & AUSTRALIA
Would you like to work in a good 

quality practice in Australia or New 
Zealand, but don’t know where 
to start? Vetlink can help! Vetlink 
Employment Service has a large 
number of positions available in:

• Private clinical practice
• Emergency centres
• Referral hospitals

• Universities
Work permits are available. Vetlink is 
a free service to vets seeking work. 
Please don’t hesitate to contact our 

senior consultant, Denise Pernich, to 
discuss your employment options. 

Denise has over 18 years’ experience 

helping vets find their ideal job. 
Email: denise@vetlink.com.au 

Ph: + 61 8 9430 9990. 
www.vetlink.com.au    Ref17JL14

_______________________________

UNITED KINGDOM
Vetlink has roles available with high 
quality practices/good employers.
• Private family practices and 

corporates
• Work permits available 

(conditions apply)
• No exam to register

• Free service to vets seeking 
work

Feedback from a 2015 graduate: 
“Aisling was so helpful in finding myself 

and my partner a job overseas. She found 
the perfect job in a great location for 

both of us. Couldn’t recommend enough! 
Big thank you!” Please feel free to 

contact me if you have any queries or 
would like me to email you a full list of 
jobs. Email: aisling@vetlink.com.au or 

www.vetlink.com.au Ref17JL15
_______________________________

DOHA, QATAR 
The Veterinary Surgery, one of the 

oldest practices in Doha, Qatar, 
(hosting FIFA World Cup 2022); is 

looking for a small-animal vet fluent 
in English, culturally competent with 
5 years’ experience. We offer tax-free 

salary, accommodation, medical 
insurance, transportation and one 

month of paid vacation.
Interested?   

Email hr3@dohavets.com Ref19DC04
_______________________________

GAUTENG
KRUGERSDORP

Rant en Dal Animal Hospital is looking 
for a full-time veterinarian to join our 
busy 7-man and 3-nurse practice in 
2019. We are a companion animal 
practice, situated in Krugersdorp. 
Semi-half days’ hours with fixed 

times arranged for female applicants. 
Weekend duties include every third 
weekend and number of holidays 
in excess of the norm. Both new 

graduates and more experienced 
candidates welcome. Work includes 

general companion animal medicine 

and surgery, reproductive work and 
exotics. Please send your CV to Gigi – 

reports@rantendal.co.za 
or contact us on 011 660 3110/9. 

Ref19MY08
_______________________________

EDENVALE
Full-time veterinarian required for 
small-animal practice in Edenvale. 

No after-hours. Fully equipped clinic 
with ultrasound, digital radiographs, 
scope, Idexx blood test machines etc. 
Remuneration based on experience. 

For more info please email CV to 
admin@trvh.co.za  Ref19SP04

_______________________________

BERGBRON, ROODEPOORT
Veterinarian required for full-time 
position at well-equipped small-

animal hospital in NW suburbs. No 
after-hours and generous leave. Salary 

commensurate with experience. 
Please send CV’s to

 jansenanton898@gmail.com 
or contact 0823360670. 

Ref19OC05
_______________________________

JOHANNESBURG
We’re looking for a vet who loves 

people and pets to join our team. We 
are based in the heart of Joburg and 
our practices make up some of the 

oldest private practices in the country. 
You can expect a friendly welcoming 
and open culture from top to bottom. 

Ego isn’t a welcome guest here. We 
want humble team-mates who are not 

only looking out for themselves but 
the best interest of everyone. Send 

your CV to jobs@vetjobs.co.za to apply. 
Ref19NV02

_______________________________

NORTH-WEST
POTCHEFSTROOM

‘n Pos is vakant vir ‘n troeteldierarts wat 
met deernis troeteldiere wil genees, 
werksaam met Douw van der Nest. 
Alternatiewelik, is ‘n troeteldierarts 
wat onafhanklik kan werk as lokum 

welkom vir ‘n minimum van 2 maande 
se diens. Faks CV na 018 297 1846. 

Ref18OC10
_______________________________

LICHTENBURG
Besige 3-man praktyk soek ‘n 

assistant-veearts om by ons span 
van 10 persone aan te sluit. Ons is ‘n 
gemengde praktyk, (70% kleindiere, 
30% beeste, perde, skape en wild), 
geleë te Lichtenburg. Ideaal vir ‘n 

veearts wat ondervinding wil opdoen 
van alle aspekte van ‘n privaat praktyk. 
Dienste (na-ure, naweke) word gelyk 

verdeel.Kontak Anton/Andrea 
018 632 3011/084 970 8146. 

Ref18DC11
_______________________________

WESTERN CAPE / WES-KAAP
SOMERSET WEST

Animal Matters Veterinary Hospital is 
looking for a small-animal vet either 
full- or part-time. We are a new, fast-

growing practice well equipped with 
DR X-rays and Idexx blood machines. 
37 Hours working week with a 1:15 

after-hour rota shared among all the 
Helderberg vets. Remuneration 

based on experience. 
For more info please email CV to 
accounts@animalmatters.co.za  

Ref19NV04
_______________________________

HERMANUS
Veterinarian required for a well-
equipped small-animal practice 

with the opportunity for equine and 
wildlife too, in Hermanus. Limited 
after-hours and some weekends. 

Some experience preferable. Must 
be registered with SAVC. Please send 

CV to hermanusvet@telkomsa.net 
Ref19NV06

_______________________________

EASTERN CAPE / OOS-KAAP
GRAAFF-REINET 

Camdeboo Veterinary Clinic is looking 
for a full-time veterinarian for our 
well-equipped three vet mixed 

practice (small animals, game, livestock 
and equine).  We are situated in the 

beautiful town of Graaff-Reinet in the 
Eastern Cape.  

Competitive remuneration. 
Please send CV or enquiries to 

camdeboovet@gmail.com. 
Ref20JA02

_______________________________

Classified Advertisements
Snuffeladvertensies
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LOCUM AVAILABLE / 
LOKUM BESKIKBAAR

LOCUM VET AVAILABLE 
Highly experienced small-animal vet.  
Gauteng-based but prepared to work 
throughout SA. Prepared to negotiate 

fees.  Excellent recommendations 
available for perusal. Contact 
Vic Liebmann 0834621696 or 
vicliebmann@netactive.co.za 

Ref17SP07
_______________________________

PRACTICE FOR SALE / 
PRAKTYK TE KOOP

GAUTENG
JOHANNESBURG

Small-animal practice, well equipped 
with good client base. Owner retiring 
practice + property for sale for under 
R3 million. In Johannesburg, just west 

of the City. Please contact 
083 294 3239. 

Email Daelene.venter@gmail.com 
Ref19NV01

_______________________________

MPUMALANGA
SECUNDA

Well-equipped, 30-year’s established 
small-animal practice in Secunda, 

Mpumalanga for sale. Owner wants 
to relocate. Please phone 0731224785 

after 19:00. Ref19NV05
_______________________________

KWAZULU-NATAL
NATAL MIDLANDS

Two-man, mixed animal practice for 
sale. Fully equipped. Well-established 

(26 years) with a solid client base. 
Sale includes property – practice 

and attached two-bedroom house, 
strategically located and near to good 
schools. Owner relocating. Enquiries 

082 772 1756. Ref19OC03
_______________________________

EASTERN CAPE / OOS-KAAP
Vetshop for Sale – PE

Well established Vetshop (7 years) 
for sale near Walmer, Port Elizabeth. 

Good, stable client base with room to 
improve and grow. e-mail: 

vetshop1@telkomsa.net if interested. 
Ref20JA01

FOR SALE / TE KOOP

ANAESTHETIC MACHINE
New veterinary anaesthetic machine 

with refurbished TEC4 vaporiser or 
with new MSS3 forane vaporiser. We 

convert your Mk3 halothane vaporiser 
to forane. All servicing and calibrations 

done by retired chief anaesthetic 
technician ex-Groote Schuur Hospital. 

Call Cassim 
021-705-2880 / 082-681-9742, email 

encass@telkomsa.net  or visit 
www.cvanaesthetics.co.za  Ref13JA01
_______________________________

ADVANCED ANAESTHETIC 
EQUIPMENT

Peer-reviewed world-class anaesthetic 
equipment.  SABS Design/Engineering 

awards. Multipurpose HUMPHREY ADE-
CIRCLE SYSTEM and “FREE-OX” and “MINI-

PORTABLE” ANAESTHETIC MACHINES.  
Easy-to-use, safe and efficient; Free 

oxygen 24/7. Reduces running costs 
on average by 80%. European/ISO 

medical specifications. Designed by Dr 
Humphrey, an international medical 

research anaesthetist. 

davidhumphreyade@gmail.com  sales 
031-266-4769; www.aesmedical.co.za  

Ref18AP09
_______________________________

GENERAL / ALGEMEEN

RADIATION ONCOLOGY
(Referral Practice) 

Dr Georgina Crewe BVSc, MSc (Wits)
Radiation therapy may be used alone 

or in conjunction with surgery and 
chemotherapy. Radiation is particularly 

useful in the treatment of solar-
induced squamous cell carcinoma, 
cutaneous mast cell tumours and 

sarcomas. Palliative radiation is 
successful for most tumours as the 
tumour shrinks and the peripheral 
nerves are released relieving the 

pain caused by the tumour. For more 
information or to discuss a case please 

contact: Georgina Crewe, 115 9th 
Ave., Fairland, Johannesburg 2195, 

Telephone: 011-678-3121, 
Cell: 082-492-6247, 

E-mail: georgina.crewe@acenet.co.za 
Ref18JA11

_______________________________

Classified Advertisements
Snuffeladvertensies

For Vets, Vet Nurses 
and Practice Managers.

Convenient Personalised Immediate.

Introducing the fi rst ever veterinary 
specifi c on-demand web and app-based 
recruitment platform.

MEET YOUR MATCH WITH

Go to www.guavavet.com to fi nd out more!
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 Dagboek • Diary
General  2020

•  A Course in Human Ethics and Animal Rights.
 Ongoing and online. 
 Completion time: approximately 8 hours.
 Website:  http://animalvoiceacademy.org
 Contact:  admin@animalvoiceacademy.org

•  Acupuncture Certified Mixed Species Course.
 01 February 2020, Online and on site.
  Info:  The Chi Institute for TCVM Africa: 
  www.tcvm.com/CECourses/AcupunctureCourses/  

 AcupunctureinAfrica
   

February 2020

•   Western Cape Branch CPD Weekend.
      07-09 February
      Venue:  Tietiesbaai, Columbine Nature Reserve
      Info:  Corné Engelbrecht, SAVETCON, 071 587 2950, 
            corne@savetcon.co.za

•  South African Equine Veterinary Association (SAEVA) 
Congress.

 20 - 23 February 
 Venue:   Skukuza, Kruger National Park
 Info:  Madaleen Schultheiss, Vetlink, 012-346-1590, 
  www.vetlink.co.za

•   44th International Congress of the World Association for 
 the History of Veterinary Medicine (WAHVM).
      27-29 February
      Venue:  The Farm Inn
      Info:  https://savetcon.co.za/WAHVM2020/  

March 2020

•  Wildlife Group of the SAVA Congress.
 05 - 07 March 
 Venue:  Onderstepoort, Pretoria
 Info:  Madaleen Schultheiss, Vetlink, 012-346-1590, 
  www.vetlink.co.za

April 2020

•      36th World Veterinary Association Congress.
 06 – 08 April
 Venue:    Auckland, New Zealand
 Info:  World Veterinary Association:  www.wvac2020.com

•      Oranje Vaal Branch Congress.
      17-18 April
      Venue:  Bona Bona Game Lodge, North West
       Info:  Corné Engelbrecht, SAVETCON, 071 587 2950, 
            corne@savetcon.co.za

May 2020

•       4th International Conference on Animal Health 
 Surveillance - Bridging Science and Policy.
 12 – 14 May
 Venue:    Copenhagen, Denmark
 Info:  Lis Alban:  lia@lf.dk or visit www.icahs4.org 

•   RuVASA Congress.
 18 - 20 May
 Venue:    The Boardwalk Hotel, Port Elizabeth
 Info:  Madaleen Schultheiss, Vetlink, 012-346-1590, 
  www.vetlink.co.za

June 2020

•       6th World One Health Congress.
 14 – 18 June
 Venue:   Edinburgh, Scotland
 Info:  Visit  www.worldonehealthcongress.com

•     Twin Centenaries Congress.
 30 June – 2 July
 Venue:  Onderstepoort Campus, Faculty of Veterinary Science
 Celebrate the Centenary of Veterinary Education and the SAVA 

Centenary. 
 www.vet100.co.za
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Life plus 20 without parole
Mike Lowry

Mike Lowry has been in veterinary practice for "life plus 20" years. 
In this column, he shares his experiences and opinions.

Regulars I Life plus 20

By the time this reaches your desk the Festive season will be done 
and dusted, and we will be at the start of the third decade of the 
century. It seems like yesterday that we all anxiously awaited the 
turn of the millennium – would the change affect all the computers; 
would the aircraft all have to land and would there be enough space 
from them if they all had to land! Yes, all unfounded fears brought 
on by the media looking for drama.

Well, I think that we in South Africa lived through a year of far more 
extreme dramas in 2019 than most of us had ever experienced. It 
was difficult at times to see any light at the end of the tunnel, which 
also seemed to be never-ending; each corner never brought light 
but another darker corner! It was difficult to see positive aspects 
and the year seemed never to end.

A lot of the depression people suffered was because  the effectivity 
of the social media; we all knew about everything as soon as 
it happened, and the portrayers of doom were in ascendency. 
Unfortunately, most of this doom was a direct result of political 
activity or perhaps inactivity.

Then just before the World Rugby Cup came the most amazing ray 
of light – a light so bright it was difficult to be ignored. Some bright 
guy started a group on Face Book called #ImStaying. This set the 
veld alight and within a few weeks it had half a million members 
and not much after that the figure was closing on the one million 
mark. No other Group had ever seen a growth in membership like 
that.

The submissions to this post were remarkable; all showing the love 
and care the people of South Africa had for each other; or rather the 
people in the street, politicians excluded. 

There were no boundaries to the good news – every colour, every 
kind, every qualification and every job – all joined together for the 
wellbeing of the people.

And that was just the start – the good deeds increased 
proportionately with people paying for the person ahead of you in 
the queue at the Supermarket; of flat tyres being changed for the 
old lady by the passer by, of lifts being offered to total strangers. 
Of students in dire financial straits having their fees paid by people 
more fortunate. The help given to the disabled and to abused 
women.

All this given – yes, not sold! If something is given nothing is expected 
in return and the deed is forgotten; if sold it is remembered as you 
are expecting payment in one or other form at some or other stage. 
That is the sort of nepotism politicians thrive on – you scratch my 
back and I will yours.

Is this the “heart” of South Africans? I surely think so. To read a lot of 
those tear-jerking stories does change even the hardest of hearts. 

Read this:

“Yesterday, as my grandson and I were driving to the ATM, I heard a 
noise and realised I had a flat tyre. I slowed down, put on my hazards 
and just then a bike came past; I waved him past. This young man 
turned around and stopped. He then offered to change my tyre, but 
the spare was also damaged. He loaded my wheel and I gave him 
R100 to get it plugged. He returned with a second-hand tyre for 
R200. He fixed the wheel and did not ask for the other R100 but said 
“You are my mother; I must help you!” Thank you, Bob, you gave me 
the taste of Ubuntu, may your life be filled with joy.”

Or this story “Yesterday, my Mom passed away peacefully at the 
Northdale frail care. When they came to fetch her the staff who had 
cared for her started singing spontaneously. What a special moment. 
Where in the world would you find such beautiful humanity? What 
a country and what inhabitants. What a moving tribute to my Mom!”

And this one.” I have not washed my car in ages because I am too 
lazy. The other evening, I went into the car park and noticed my car 
had been washed. I took out my purse to pay the car guard and he 
mentioned it had already been paid for. I asked who had done that 
and he said someone had come by and paid him for washing the 
car!”

All relatively small and cost-free deeds but so meaningful.

Is that not what life is about and if you are not a member of that 
group, I would strongly recommend you join it. You will get your 
daily dose of strength and happiness just reading the stories and it 
might encourage you too to do your share in building a combined 
country of likeminded souls. Pulling a country, that has been 
destroyed by greed and corruption  out of the sludge one step at 
a time by simple people who want little more than to live in peace 
and harmony.

Keep it up all you simple South Africans – have a good 2020.   v
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18 - 20 MAY ‘20

2020

The Boardwalk Hotel, Port Elizabeth

PROTECTING OUR INDUSTRY
FROM CONCEPTION TO CONSUMPTION

International Speakers
Dee Griffin (left) DVM, Director, VERO  
(Veterinary Education, Research & Outreach) 

Scott McDougall (right) BSc (vet), BVSc, PhD 
Registered Specialist Cattle Reproduction Adjunct Professor,  
Massey University 

www.vetlink.co.za
support@vetlink.co.za

012 346 1590

Register: www.bit.ly/ruvasa2020



WILDLIFE GROUP 
CONGRESS ‘20

05 - 07 March 2020
Onderstepoort

www.vetlink.co.za
support@vetlink.co.za 

012 346 1590

Wildlife Group
of the SAVA

Some of the topics for the upcoming Wildlife 2020 Congress 
Please note that the final topics and speakers are to be confirmed. Programme to follow.  
Use the following link for more information: www.bit.ly/wildlife 2020

Register / more information
www.bit.ly/wildlife2020

Hendrik Hansen - Low dose opiod medetomidine immobilisation in 
antelope
Silke Pfitzer - Etorphine and thianil - differences between impala 
and blesbok 
Gerard Steenkamp - Tusk extractions in elephant
Adrian Tordiffe - Long duration anaesthesia of elephants 
Marion Leiberich - Pharmacokinetics in white rhino
Peter Buss - Wound management in rhinosceros 
Mike Kock - Retrospective analysis of savanna (N=126) and forest E
elephant (N=42) immobilisation in several different African countries 
(2003-2018) inclusing South Sudan, Mozambique, Cameroon, 
Gabon, and Congo: drugs and dosages, Results, complications and 
challenges.
Justin Grace - Buffalo immobilisation
Leith Meyer - Review of the cardiopulmonary effects of alpha-2 
adrenergic agonists in ungulates
Tony Shakespeare - Burn related skin lesions 
Tony Shakespeare - Smoke inhalaltion and long term consequences 
Karine Lourens - Reference intervals for selected haematological 
and clinical biochemistry measurands in Temminck’s ground 
pangolin (Smutsia temminckii) 
Adrian Tordiffe - Supplements for Cheetah
David Huchzermeyer - Pansteatitis in crocodiles in olifants river, 
Kruger National Park 
David Huchzermeyer - Aquatic and ectothermic welfare - e.g. 
transmitter implants into fish for science
David Huchzermeyer - Epidemiology of epizootic ulcerative 
syndrome in Africa

Emily Lane - Select diseases of captive felids 
Anita Michel - Bovine tuberculosis diagnosis and vaccines
Michelle Miller - Bovine Tuberculosis 
Louis van Schalkwyk - Wilddog distemper in the Kruger  
National Park
Johan Steyl - Infectious diseases of crocodiles 
Mpho Maja - Foot-and-mouth Disease
Peter Thompson / John Grewar - Epidemiology, spread and risk of 
Foot-and-mouth Disease for game industry/wildlife 
Agustina Fitte - The potential effect of Galium GEM HC as a tick 
repellent agent in springbok 
Bruce Gummow - A non-invasive technique for determining metal 
concentrations in live turtles 
Jan Myburgh - Water quality and crocodiles as sentinels for water 
pollution
Roy Bengis - Wildlife research and development history
Louis van Schalkwyk - Disease epidemiology in the Kruger National 
Park 
Douw Grobler - Evaluating medetomidine in opoid combinations in 
sable antelope, and Cape buffalo 
Jacqueline Bishop - Rodenticides in free ranging caracal
Kelly du Preez - Bird blood smears and serum biochemstry
Christine Steyrer - Normal biochemistry and haematology in free 
ranging African elephants
Richard Kock [TBC]
Gavin Thomson [TBC]
Alfred Kgasi - SAVC


